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WOULD ABSOLVE HUEHTA

NEGRAS CONSULATE IS
SAID TO BE IN DANGER OF
GREAT DAMAGE

PIEDRAS

s
Washington, July 17. State
said today that the protest o
Governor Carranza, leader of the con
stitutionalists, against recognition of
the Huerta government, had not yet
been received.
It is understood that Governor Carranza combines his protest with a petition that he and his followers be recognized as a faction in de facto control of a portion of the country. Some
diplomats here point out that one reason which could justify the granting
of Carranza's petition is that the
rights and interests of the United
States are so far affected as to warrant a definition of its own relations
to the two warring factions in Mexico.
Among the tests which would be applied in considering the merit, of Carranza's petition would be whether an
actual de facto political organization
exists among the insurgents sufficient
to constitute It, if left to itself, a political entity, capable of discharging
the duties and obligations" of a state
among nations.
If the Carranza government should
receive recognition as belligerents the
Huerta government would be absolved
from satisfying further claims made
by Americans for losses in the country controlled by the constitutionalists
What Power Inquired
Just what foreign power had inquired for a definition of this government's
attitude in the present situation was
still unknown officially today, though
reports in official circles mentioned
Great Britain and France. The denial
from Berlin that Germany had made
representations was generally accepted and removed that country from the
list.
The report that the situation had
been discussed by representatives of
the powers in Paris yesterday seemed
to strengthen the belief that Fiance
was interested. It was pointed out
that the French have interests in
Mexico. French interests are said to
control the Mexican national banks.
The Banco Central, is another financial institutio in which the French
investors are said to have heavy holdThey also have Mexican rail
ing.
securities.
Germany's interests
road
are said to lie' largely in agricultural
hardware business.
and nation-wid- e
While American losses are believed
to have been greatest in the revolutions, English losses also have been
beavy throgh destruction" of railroad
property. French losses, it is said,
speculahave been largely
tive losses, that is, losses of what
hav. been profits had not a series of revolutions depressed business.
Both the Wliite House and the state
department continued to observe strict
silence on the situation, the president
and Secretary Bryan evidently waiting
a first hand report from Ambassador
Wilson, who is expected here about
July 24.
From official sources, however, it
was learned that the Btate department
had been informed that the
demonstrations in Mexico City
were entirely artificial and stimulated
because of the lack of recognition of
the Huerta government and for the
purpose of demanding the power ot
the provisional 'government to control
them.
depart-offlcial-

Powers Consider Situation
Mexico City, July
17. A private
message received here says that a
meeting was held yesterday in Paris
by representatives of the powers to

consider the Mexican situation. The
result was not made known.
Newspapers are Careful
All the newspapers here having been
cautioned by a government official to
treat the trip of Ambassador Wilson
to Washington carefully and conservatively, they confine themselves today
to loi al stories and speculation that
his going probably means early recognition of Huerta.
The prcfess to believe that a successor to Mr. Wilson will be named
immediately and that in this way recognition was achieved.
El Pals Is the only newspaper to
display bitterness. It confines itself
chiefly to attacking Ambassador Wilson and charatcerizing him as an enemy of the Mexicon government.
The newspapers see in the attitude
of Europe only an effort to force the
United B'tntes lo recognize the Mexican government. The report of Germany's threatening attitude is called
by the newspapers an absurd lie. since
the German emperor's friendship for
Mexico, they point put, is well known.
""'

Germany Made No Request.
Ber'iin, July 17. The foreign office

the consulate were removed to
American side for safe keeping
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Sofia, July 17. The RouoiauUim today took possession of the ca'ola station at Varna on the Black sea and
thus control communication with Se- baslapol. As the railway between the
coast and Sofia also has been cut,
Bulgaria cannot communicate with
the putside world except throuugh
Servla and Roumania.,
An official dispatch reports the defeat yesterday by the Bulgarians of
the Servian forces which had peneon the
trated Bulgarian territory
west.
The Servians are retreating
toward Viasina across the border.
Another dispatch says severe losses
have been inflicted on the Greeks on
the Bulgarian left flank. King Ferdinand today personally telegraphed
to King Charles of Roumania that
Bulgaria was ready to negotiate a
settlement with Roumania.
j

Villa Is Near Columbus

IN MINE- DISASTER

came
El Paso, Tex., July
this morning from Columbus, N. M.,
that 250 men, comprising the advance EFFORTS ARE BEING MADE TO
guard of Francisco Villa's rebel comRESCUE SIXTEEN MINERS
mand, had reached Palomas, the Mex
WHO ARE BURIED
ican town opposite Columbus, and that
Villa began moving his main force
New York, July 17. Although shifts
this morning from Ascension. Wheth of men have been at work for noura
er he is heading for Juarez is not po- - !at the Spruce mine or the Oliver Iron
sitively known, as a rumor prevailed Mining company, where 16 men were
yesterday in rebel circles that Villa imprisoned by water yesterday
had been ordered by Governor Carrana cloudburst, no trace has
za to come at once to Coahuila.and been found of the five men who failleader in ed to escape. Efforts to reach them
help the constitutionalist
are being continued.
that state.
The five men are believed to be on
an upraise in the first level, 130
feet under ground, and gangs of men
PEDRO UONTANO IS
are trying to effect entrance to that
point. Pipes are being driven to the
ARREST upper end of the drift in the hope of
PUT
furnishing air and food to the imprisoned men if they are still living.
SHEEP MAN IS SAID TO HAVE
None of the five Is believed to have
OBTAINED MONEY UNDER
relatives in this country. Three are
FALSE PRETcNSE
Italians and two Croat ians.
ws

LITTLE

UiEli

left Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon on train No. 1 and when
he reached Albuquerque was arrested
by Chief of Police Thomas McMillin.
J. W. Harris, Sr., president of the
People's Bank and Trust company,
left last night for Albuquerque, but
no details have yet been heard concerning the case. The officials of
the bank refused to speak of the matter when approached this afternoon.
Mantano is a well known sheep
man and he, with Mr. Harris, endeavored, to keep the matter quiet in
Albuquerque, it. is said, but. the- news
reached Las Vegas this morning. Montano was on his way to California, it

KAiNJjAS
AN

COLLIDE

Chicago. July 17. The steamers
Sheboygan and Iowa of the Goodrich
line of lake steamers, collided in a
fog at the mouth of thebarbor here

today. The Sheboygan was but little damaged, but the Iowa with a
hole in her bow, after being assisted by tugs to her wharf, finally
eank. No one was killed or Injured.
30-fo-

IN OMAHA TODAY
bVVELTtrtij UNDfch
AvvFUL SUN

Omaha, Juiy IV. While the weath
er bureau reported the temperature
as lower than yesterday, four dea.hs
directly attributable to the heat were
reported before noon.
Lower Temperatures in Icjwa.
Des Moines, la., July 17. Lower
temperatures were the rule throughout Iowa today, but with prospects
that they would go higher during the
late afternoon. At noon it was 89
in Des Moines and reports from various points in the state indicated

that this average, prevailed.
The high marK of the year was
reached locaily at 3 o'clock yesterday
afternoon, when th.." 'rj.Uermonieter reg
istered 100 degrees.
Several heat
prostrations occurred.
No

Relief in Kansas.

Kansas City, July 17. Although the
local United States weather observer
said conditions in Kansas and 'west
ern Missouri Indicated the maximum
temperature today would be about a
degree 'lower than yesterday's, the
mercury at many points in the two
states climbed rapidly during the
forenoon, and by noon had equalled
or passed the record of the ame hour
yesterday. Timid clouds, the forecaster said, were gathering In parts
of Kansas, but there was little probability of rain.
Another Heat Victim.
Council B'iuffs, la., July 17. George
E. Knight, aged 42, who was overcome by heat yesterday, died early
today at his home here.

DOUBLE BARRELED

NO

warships to its construction program
1914-1according to a statement
by Winston Spencer Churchill, first
lord of the admiralty, In the house of
commons today during the debate of
the shipbuilding vote. Mr. Churchill
said he knew of nothing in the international situation necessitating an Increase, and .did not think anything occurring in the Mediterranean relative
to the proposed warship construction
by Austria and Italy would require
Great Britain to depart from her present program.
As a result of the rejection of fie
Canadian naval bill, the British government, Mr. Churchill said, wouM
accelerate the construction of three
wprsbins which would therefore bp
ready in the third quarter of 1915.

for

is said.

LAKE STEAMERS

IIEAi

fOUH DEATHS

A

MORE WARSHIPS
London, July 17. The admiralty
has no intention of adding further

RELIEF FROM

THE TliHKID

.

Montano

CITY EDITION

Washington, July 17. Thomas E.
Haysn, 'special prosecutor of the
Caminetti-Digg- s
white slave cases In
San Francisco, conferred with SenaTO
tor Ashurst, who, at the instance of
California democrats, had protested
to Attorney General
McReynolds
against Hayden's retention. The situation remains unchanged.
Ashuret
assured Hjayden his only objection
to him was his lack of experience as MULHALL TELLS OF ALLEGED
a prosecutor. Hayden referred the
ACTIVITIES OF FORMER
senator to one criminal case he had
PRESIDENT
conducted.

VICTORY HAYWOOD QUITS LEADERSHIP
Paterson, N. J., July 17. The an
nouncement that "Big Bin" Haywood
DEFEAT THE BULGARS IN A BAT- had withdrawn from active participa
tion in the silk mill workers' strike
TLE FOUGHT IN LATTEP'S"
here, caused a break in the strike
TERRITORY
ranks. Most of the weaving mills
are now running, and manufacturers
SETTLEMENT
IS
EXPECTED predict an end of the strike. Haywood's withdrawal Is explained by
Ettor, the Industrial Workers
Joseph
WARRING
BALKAN
FACTIONS
of the World leader, who says Hay
AGREE THAT IT IS TIME TO
wood Is physically unable to continue
STOP THE FIGHT
leadership.
SERVIANS

FIVE HEN PERISH

$1,-00-

17, 1913.

HAYDEN MEETS McREYNOLDS

the

A wairaut for the arrest of Pedro
Montano was issued by Justice Murray's court today at the request of
I W. Lively of. the People's Bank and
Trsst company on the charge that
Montano had obtained money under
false prtenses. The amount of money
that Is claimed was obtained is

JULY

to Schwedtman on May 28. It con
by. saying that. Wade Ellis and
others suggested that President Van
Cleve and Secretary Schwedtman of
the manufacturers go to Chicago a
week before the convention, see the
draft of the platform and be "privately heard."
In a letter to Emery, Schwedtman

cluded
j

asked:
"What is the best way to Influence
the drafting of this platform In the
right direction?"
More letters were introduced during the fight against Congressman
Gardner of New Jersey.
EVEN HIS PET LAW SUFFERED
"Judge Speer, Governor Fort and
Mr. Lewis have not carried' out their
to get us a strong candiSACRIFICED THE SHERMAN ACT promises
date In that district," Mulhall wrote.
TO SECURE THE SUPPORT
On June 1, 1908, he wrote James S.
OF WALL STREET
Sherman that he ana' Sherman's
were
friends in the organization
to
was
that
Sherman
p'ieased
greatly
MOVED HEAVEN AND EARTH be
a candidate for vice president.
Sherman on June 2 replied:
"I shall be pleased to have the
HIS OBJECT WAS
TO SECURE
members of your association give to
NOMINATION OF HIS FAVORthe little boomlet such a forward
ITE FOR EXECUTIVE
push as they conveniently can."

JEWELRY ROBBER CAUGHT
San Diego, Cal., July 17 J. Elmer
Vencil. wanted in Los Angeles for
robbery of C. J. B. Carson, a jeweler
formerly of New Bedford, Mass., was
arrested in San Diego today when
detectives overheard him ask in a
saloon where he could pawn Bome
jewels. Much pf the missing jewelry
was found In his room. The police
say he has confessed the robbery ot
Carson.

GUARANTEE
The readers of The Optic are
asked to consider the two-folresponsibility behind the many
repute
products of nation-widadvertised locally in the newspapers and offered for sale by
the leading merchants of this
city.
First and foremost, our readers must know that advertising
has arrived at such sound basis that it is a rare thing nowadays that an advertised article
does not measure up to the
standard established by its advertising.
Secondly, to secure the encf
dorsement and
our local dealers, manufacturers
must prove beyond question the
worth of their product.
Thus we find the manufacturer's national refutation fortified by the local merchant's
d

e

home reputation
It Is quite likely, thereiore,
that our confidence is easily won
and we look with favor upon
the many necessaries of life offered for sale under such assur-

ing auspices and advertised In
newspapers Me The Optic.

Washington, July 17. Martin M
Mulhall continued to detail before the
senate lobby committee today his
activities among congressmen. Some
of the letters introduced dealt with
former President Roosevelt's endorse
ment of the candidacy of Mr. Taft,
then secretary of .war. In a letter
to Schwedtman, secretary
of the
manufacturers, In April, 1908, Mulhall wrote:
"Watson states that the president
(Roosevelt) is moving heaven and
earth to nominate Taft and that he
Is willing to sacrifice the Sherman
law and every law to please the
trusts and please Wa'J Street so that
he can get their tupptrt for his can
didate."
Mulhall wrote of a meeting at Mr.
Foraker's house, composed of senators
"who will opose the president and his
policies at the Chicago convention."
He added that he was told to work
against Maryland delegates being instructed for Taft.
Mulhall continued.
"There Is a whole lot took place at
this meeting that can not very well
be put on paper."
Other letters detailed the fight on
various congressmen.
"We have sent special people after
Mr. Townsend of Michigan," said one.
On May 6, same year,. Mulhall
wrote Schwedtman that he had called
on Senators Carter and Ilemenway,
Senator Aldrich's secretary and others
and was "assured by all these gentlemen that it mattered not what the
president attempted to do there was
no going to be any unfair legislation
passed through the senate this ses-

ENCAMPMENT

IS

cm 1
MULL
1

01'

SWING

-

A Schwedtman

denied today that Germany had demanded that the United States government protect foreign interests in
Mexico. Germany has not taken any
diplomatic action at Washington. The
foreign, office is not aware whether
Count Von Berstrorff, the German
ambassador, has discussed the Mexican situation with Secretary Bryan,
but if it has, the decision was of a
wholly official character.
Plot to Destroy Consulate
Eaj;le Pass, Tex., July 17. It is declared on good authority that United
States Consul Luther Ellsworth, at
Pledras Negras, Mexico, has reported
to Washington the discovery of a plot
to dynamite the American consulate
that his life is in danger. Consul Ellsworth slept in the army post In Eagle
Pass last night. Official recordds ol

THURSDAY,

June

letter

to

MODEL CAMP HAS BEEN PITCHED
AND SOLDIERS ARE COMFORTABLY LOCATED

SANITARY

CONDITIONS

GCCO

ABSENCE

OF FLIES AND FILTH IS
FEATURE WORTHY OF

A

FAVORABLE

LIGHT

COMMENT

CHILLS

TO

BEGIN

LATER ON) THE MILITIAMEN WILL,
IN
ENGAGE
ELABORATE
FIELD

MANEUVERS

Mulhall

about the republican platform
quoted Emery thus:
"Am in touch with the chairman of
the resolutions committee," Another
June 6, quoted Emery on Mulhall's
intedvlew with Postmaster General
Hitchcok, then Mr. Taft's campaign
manager:
"I think Mulhall's interview with
Hitchcock is one of the best things
ever. The same Hitchcock is an advanced exponent of the labor politics.''
Several letters Introduced today
seemed to show Mulhall and Emery
in close relations. General Manager
Bird of the manufacturers, testified
yesterday that Emery was counsel for
the National Council for Industrial de
fense, which has no connection with
the Manufacturers' association. Mul
hall swore today that the manufacturers referred him to Emery; that
Emery was constantly In touch with
his work, and "eventually wanted to
run all the field work."
Mulhall testified to an acquaintance
with Edward Hines, the Chicago lumber man, who figured .prominently In
the Lorimer case.

Neatly, arranged rows of khaki
tents, officers seated about their Quarters or giving commands to squads Of
troops, soldiers armed with, rifles
walking the guard, orderlies pa horseback riding in all directions, and the
American flag floating ia thai breeze,
combined this morning to make Camp
McDonald, the location of the annual
encampment of tho First Regiment,
New Mexico National Guard', take ou
the appearance of genuine military
activity. The observer might have
believed himself looking upon an army ready for battle, instead of a
peaceful mobilization, pi citizen soldiers for the purpose of Instruction.
The whole camp presented a picture
of efficiency and readiness for action which ehows that the New Mexico National Guard is an excellent
fighting force. For the present state
of efficiency great credit is due to
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes and
his able officers. Despite the fact,
that the troops did not arrive until
late yesterday afternoon, there wes
no evidence of disorder . or apparent
hasty throwing up cf the tents and
equipment. Everything was in orderly condition, just as though the camp
had been established for weeks and
OPERATORS discipline had been in vogue for
many days.
The sanitary arrangements at the
SAVE 108S Of
camp are admirable. Under the di
reetion of Major S. A. Sliiliken, head
IS of the medical
LOCALITY
WEST
VIRGINIA
corps, the guard has
SWEPT BY FLOOOD CAUSED
recently become famous for its sani
BY CLOUDBURST
tary camps. All garbage is burned
and flies are almost unknown. The
Wheeling, W. Va., July 17. Prompt cooking Is done scientifically
and
action on the part of telephone op- cleanly, and the larder contains all
erators is believed to have prevented the varieties of nutritious foods needsion.
a beavy loss of 'life in the region 12 ed by active men hard at work la
"On the house side I called on
Nelson, Alexander, miles east of here just before noon the open. Major Mftiiken has estabCampbell,
Fassett and several others and gave today, when a cloudburst flooded the lished the camp hospital, which 13
Water roiled in a capable of caring for any men inthem our deasons why no injunction entire section.
The letter detailed a conversation wall out of Wheeling creek, and Lit- jured or taken ill during the encampwith Senator Beveridge in which the tle Wheeling creek also, flooded and ment. The hospital, in fact, i3 a3
Indiana senator declared himself for ruined crops and washing houses well equipped as any similar instian Injunction bill and a child labor from their foundations. So far as tution could be in a city.
bill. Mulhall wrote that he reported known no one was drowned, people
Colonel Edmund C. Abbott i3 In
Beveridge's sentiments to Nemenway. in Viola and Majorsville fleeing to command of the regiment, and has
"Remenway told me to tell Bev- the neighboring nills when warned the entire force of 5ofl men under
torrent.
eridge he was talking through his hat of the
splendid discipline. Captain Norman
and that his hat was a damn poor
L. King, regimental adjutant, is ren-- '
BOXING BOUT
one.
dering him efficient assistance. LieuMadison, Wis., July 17. Governor tenant Rosell of the United States
"He added that Beveridge was
bluffing, said the letter, "and assured McGovern signed the Hedding boxing admy, is acting as instruction officer,
me that no legislation could pass the bill today, making
and Lieutenant Bump, also of the
senate. Senators Carter and Aldrich
fights legal in Wisconsin. The United States army, is here- - volunthe rew Mexico
simply laughed at Beveridge's state- new law provides for a boxing com- tarily to assist
ment. Watson later told Mr. Emery mission to have charge of all boxing guardsmen in perfecting their work
and me that Beveridge was simply contests in the state.
at target shooting.
crazy., Watson stated that he was in
Camp routine was begun last night.
full charge of affairs in he house
According to orders posted this morn-In- s
FAVOR
during the illness of the speaker."
by Adjutant King. The soldiers
Mulhall testified about his expense
are called from their slumber each
accounts and identified one Item of
morning at 5:40 o'clock. Setting-ua payment of $5 In May, 1908, to
drills, squad drills and other activi"Neal," messenger to the speaker of
ties keep the Soldiers busily engaged
the house.
COUNTY ENGINEER ORDERED TO until 10:45 o'clock. Taps is sounded
"He frenuently did little errands
DRAW PLANS FOR STRUCTURE
at 11 o'clock at night
for us," said Mulhall, "and let us
IN SOUTH LAS VEGAS
For the remainded of this week the
know who was in the speaker's
militiamen will spend their time durroom."
At an adjourned session yesterday ing the mornings In squad driliir.K
On May 7 Mulhall wrote Schwedtafternoon the board of county com and similar Work. Later on, under
man quoting Watson to the effect missioners heard the petition of over the direction of Lieutenant Roseil,
that "all this about the Sherman law 600 residents of Greater Las Vc?as, they will engage in maneuvers. Miand injunction bills was gotten up many of whom are heavy taxpayers. litary problems will be given
the officers in l.arg9 of rhal
by himself and the speaker to flood asking for the erection of a bridge
the president with letters and stop across the Gallinas river at the ex- forces being required; to work out-tariff dickering at this sesion. '
tension of Independence avenue. The the proper solutions, wILlt the
Schwedtman wrote Mulhall on May petition was favorably
received. lar army officer as official umpire..
8 about Beveridge's attitude.
Colonel Abbott paid this rnr.n.iiiit
County Engineer George Morrison
"Beveridge is not so very bl? now was Instructed to prepare plans and to a reporter for the Optic tint th
hut he will grow smaller right along specifications for the new bridge, troops would have mnwuvprs an
If he keeps up that kind of talk. He which are to be presented at the next drills each morning, wntte the oftcr-nooneed' not try to bluff us. We have regular session of the commissioners.
would' be tvofpt to a srhivtl
been in the game too long."
Though the matter was not put to for the officers. Guard mount wi
Mulhall's activities In connection a vote, it Is not unlikely the commis- occur each evening at 6 o'clw k. C'
wlih the republican national platform sioners will decide to build the bridge,
of 1908 were brought out in a letter ,it is asserted.
Fare Five)
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El' MEXICO GETS
ITS SHARE OF

LA CUEVA

I

OUR ANNUAL

TOPEKA

NOTICE

CHICAGO

SANTA FE WILL SPEND QUARTER
OF A MILLION IN IMPROVING ITS SHOPS

DELEGATES TO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
RECEIVE RECOGNITION AT SALT LAKE

LEADING FINANCIAL JOURNAL OF
THAT CITY DESCRIBES ITS
MERITS

Topeka, Kas., July 17. In the
month of June the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe railway authorized the
expenliture of more money in Topeka alone than on any entire division of the railroad system. The expenditure made known today completes a totai of more than $:il)0,u(M
Invested in this city since early this
spring.
At the headquarters of the engineering department in Topeka plans
have been completed for the building
of a new power house in the shop district at a cost of more than $100,000.
The addition of the machine shops
will cost .$100,000. An equal amount
has been authorized for the installation of a new alternating current electric generating appartus in the shops
and for new boilers, stokers, coal and
ash handling apparatus. This equip
ment for the new shop buildings and
for the operation of the additional
pmiinment will bring about an ex

Santa Fe, N. M., July 17. Alvan N.
White, state superintendent of public instruction, accompanied by Mrs.
White, returned last evening from
Salt Lake City, where they had attended the meetings of the National
Educational association. New Mexico
had 17 delegates in attendance at the
meeting of the educators, which considering the number of teachers in
New Mexico, was a larger proportion
ate representation
than from any
other state in the union except Utah.
The New Mexicans gave a good account of themselves, too, during the
sessions of the convent'on, and were
brought to the front rather prominently before the meeting adjourned,
Among the recognitions received by
the New Mexico bunch were the

A leading Chicago financial journa
has the following to say regarding the
L Cueva ranch, which recently was
taken over by a new ownership- for
extensive development:
Experience has demonstrated the
fact that there is no better investment
for large or small sums of money than
the purchase 'of fertile land.
It may be urged that few city dwell
ers are so constituted by nature and
experience as to become successful
farmers but this objection has no
force when a strong development company takes charge of the land and
through the wise and energetic exploitation of a large tract makes an
assured return of 7 per cent on the
money invested, no matter how large
or how small the sum, and in the
end gives to the Investor a profit of
from 300 to 400 per cent. Such a proposition as this cannot fall to be atis
tractive and such a proposition
made by Robert D. Wynn and Company, fiscal agents for La Cueva Land
company, incorporated under the laws
of New Mexico, and with local offices
at 524 Stock Exchange building, Chi

penditure of $100,000.
Construction work on the new machine shops addition wi'il begin Ihis
week. The contract for the foundation was let today to the firm of Carter & Young of Lawrence. This contract amounts to $16,000. The steel,
heating and floor contracts will be let
separately later.
When this machine shop addition
is completed the capacity of the shops
will be increased by 200 men. This
means that under the payroll facility's the Santa Ke will be able to
200 addition mechanics in the
mrr'iiiie shops, thereby greatly
ins the payroll in this city every

era-pio- v

in-e-

month.
he month of June, the last
month of the 1913 fiscal year, the
management allowed nearly
Sunt;!
$100 out) for additional shop equipment neve.
In the list of authorized expenditures. 24 divisions were favored with
Impn vementa. This included the Albuquerque, Arizona, Arsansas river,
Peaumont, Colorado, Eastern, Galveston, Illinois, Kansas City, Ifls Angeles. Middle, Missouri,- New Mexico,
Nor'hern, Oklahoma, Panhandle, Pecos, liainfl. Rio Grande, Southern
Southern Kansas, Texas & Gulf, Vnl
In

-

The agonizing discomfort and sense
of suffocation that accompany hay
fever and asthma may be greatly alleviated bv the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound. It has soothln?
effect on the mucus linings, and relieves the fnsnins and ticklin? sensation in tlie throat and bronchial
tubes. O. G. Sehaefer and Red Cross
Drus; Store. Adv.
AN ASTOR

ANNIVERSARY

New York, July 17. One hundred
and fifty years ago today there was
at Waldorf, near Heidelberg Germany, the son of a lowly butcher, who
lived to stand before kings, and to
aeniire the largest fortune ever
by a single individual in
America up to this time. The butcher's son was John Jacob Astor, the
founder or the Astor family in America. He crossed the Atlantic at the
nge of 20 and from the day of his
landing he was an American. At first
be acted as an agent for a London
firm that manufactured musical las' vr.ments
and he became the first
de.;Ier in musical instruments in the
1" nited States.
By degrees he work
ed into the trade with furs, serving
apprenticeships with a Quaker in the
The began his difficult and
tiyin- - V;
pyg to buy furs, and his
v.'vh the strongly established Hudson's Boy company. He ex- trade to the western coast
of America and sent, his ships to all
parts of the world. He invested his
pro! its in national securities and in
land In New York City and Its Immediate vicinity. His investments
brought him large returns. His fortune at, his death in 1S48 was
pained largely through trust
and fpith in his adopted country and
in the future trveatness of New Yorlf
ti.Li-i-

i

City.

.1

La Cueva ranch is located in Mora
county, New Mexico, 11 miles from
Watrous, on the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe railway and 23 miles from
Las Vegas, a thriving city of 10,000
population, and only five miles distant
from the town of Mora, the county
seat of Mora county. There are 25,516
acres of land in this ranch, a good per
cent of it under cultivation and all of
it possessing high intrinsic value. It
Is proposed to develop this tract more

Applies for Water Right.
An applicant to appropriate water extensively, survey and sectionize the
from the Mora river has. been filed lands, set out new orchards and prowith the state engineer by the La ceed to sell the cultivated lands to set
Cueva Ranch company of La Cueva, tlers in small tracts, at market prices
N. M. The application asks for 12,500 on the installment
plan. Four hundred
acre feet a season, which is an in- acres will be held for La Cueva town
crease from 4,000 acre feet, the site.
amount now being put to beneficial
It should be understood in the first
use on the La Cueva ranch. It is place that La Cueva ranch is not wild
intended to use the water for Irri- land. On the
contrary, it has been
gation, power and domestic purposes. used for live stock and grazing for 32
The dam and canals for this increased
years. There are now 1,000 head of
supply of water will cost about
stock on the land. There
$22,-00-

high grade
are 2,450 acres under cultivation irri
gated by gravity; there are many
resibuildings including a three-stordence of 15 rooms; store with a
stock of merchandise, large barns,
blacksmith shop, grist mill, 35 miles
of private telephone wires, and a
orchard that produced last
year 120,000 pounds of fruit. In addition there are 800 acres in alfalfa
which cuts six tons to an acre per
year and the crop sells at from $13 to
$15 a ton. There are 400 acres cultivated in corn, oats, etc., and an abun
dance of small fruit, and vegetables.
It has been demonstrated that 6,000
acres of this land is choice soil for or
cards and at least 15,000 acres can be
cultivated through irrigation. To summarize the present status of the land
3,550 acres can be put under gravir
irrigation ; 7,000 acres can be irrigated
by pumping; 5,000 acres are good for
dry farming; 400 acres reserved for a
town site; 5,000 acres for grazing and
timber land, and 516 acres used for
lakes.
Most important of all the assets
which make up this proposition are

Notaries Public Commissioned.
ley and Western divisions.
The following persons have been
T' ;s covers the entire 12,000 miles commissioned
notaries public by Govof (lie Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe ernor McDonald:
J. W. Cauron,
Lakewood,
Eddy
Not a division on the road received
county.
an appropriation a large as the dona
W. E. Griffin, Santa Fe.
tion toward Topeka Improvements
William M. Berger, Belen, Valencia
include many
And these divisions
county.
miles of tracks, terminals and shops.
Leonidas C. Hall, Artesia, Eddy

The total amount of money expended for additions and betterments over
the Santa Fe system for the month of
June was $700,000. It will be seen by
these figures that in this one month
of the
Topeka recpived
entire appropriation.

'

cago.

y

J. P. Kennedy,

Estancia, Torrance

county.
C. B. Hamilton,

Tucumcari,

Quay

county.
G. H,

Buxton, Buxton,

San Miguel

county.
H. W. Johnson,

Mogollon,

Socorro

county.
Don H. Kedzie,

Lordsburg,

Grant

county.
R. Chavez, Mesilla
Manuel
Ana county.
B. Y.
McKeyes,
Demlng,

0

$10,-00-

county.

Dona

Luna

JULY 17, 1913.

RANCH

IS PRAISED

Jose D. Sena was selected as vice- president of the school administra
tion department.
Superintendent White was selected
as the state director for New Mexico
of the association.
J. H. Vaughn of the State Agricultural college, was named as the director for New Mexico of the School
Peace league.
Rupert F. Asp'iuntf was named as
director for New Mexico of the School
Garden Association of America. Mr.
Asplund was a'so on the nominating
committee of both the N. E. A. and
the school administration department.
Superintendent T, W. Conway of
Raton was named as one of the 11
vice presidents of the National Educational association.

THURSDAY,

county.
Station Made Flag Stop.
Through the efforts of the corporation commission in the informal complaint department, Hills siding, nine
miles below Las Cruces, has been
made a flag stop for trains Nos. 809
Help But
and 810 on the El Paso branch of the
Admire Babies
Santa Fe. It is at this point that Dr.
C. H. Hill, a Pittsburg man, who l.as
Woman Casts Loving Glance at
lately become heavily interested In Every
the Nettling Cuddled in its Bonnet.
the Mesilla valley, is making extenA woman's heart naturally responds to
sive colonization plans, and a
the charm and sweetness of a pretty child,
(ban ever before since
of considerable size has grown and more so
the advent of Mother's Friend.
is
around
also
this
It
plansiding.
up
ned to establish a postoffice there in
the near future.

Can't

com-munit- y

CLOSES SATURDAY, JULY 29
ATTRACTIVE

PRICES

WOMEN'S OXFORDS, PUMPS
AND STRAP SANDALS

ON LINGERIE

WAISTS

For this week only we
will offer our entire line
of waists at exceptionally
low prices.
1.25 Lingerie

Waists
'.75c
$1.75 Lingerie
Waists
.$1.00
$2.00 and $2.75
Waists
$1.50
$3. 50 Lingerie
Waists
.$2.00
All Lingerie Waists
worth $4.00 to $7.50, at

Olinsted.

prewerve

Leroy, N. Y.

When the baby is suffering the dou
ble affliction of hot weather and bow
el disorders, the remedy needed Is Me
GEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the
feverish condition, corrects the stom- acii firrt rhp-- s looseness of the bowe ioP 25c and 50C
bottle,
ISold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
-

pr

strength, and she remains a pretty mother
by havln? avoided all the suffering and
danger that would otherwise accompany
Mother's Friend thoruch an occasion.
oughly lubricates every nerve, tendon and
muscle Involved and is a sure prcventivo
for caking of the breasts.
You wl'I find this splendid remedv on
sale at all drug stores at $1.00 a bottle,
and Is highly recommended for the purpose.
Write Brndneld

KUlg.,
Bealed.

Co., l."4

I,am.-i-

r

Atlanta, ;a.. and they will mail yon
a very Instructive book for expec-

tant mothers.

PRICE
.

All Suits, Coats, Silk,

Linen and Lingerie Dresses, Parasols,
Millinery, Lawns, Batistes, Dimities, T i
Ratines and all
Fancy Wash Goods at
Wool,

$1.98
Misses Pumps and Sandals

HALF PRICE

in Patent, Tan Calf md Gun Metal, sizes 5j to 2, worth $1.65
to $2.50, special, per pair
09c

ALL SILKS

just

including

HALF PRICE

Messalines,

Charmeuse,

All Silk, Lace and
Fancy Waists, including
an excellent variety of
the season's best styles,

Crepe de
Chien, Taffeta, China,
Foulard and

&.$?o$mffladd Son,
Established

HALF FRICE

South Side Plaga

1862

Fancy

Silks, at
'

ONE THIRD OFF

iltmuauiuimutB
the water rights. Those farailier with
the west know that the key to highly
successful agriculture in that country
is the possession of rights to secure
ample water supply for Irrigation.
The holding company of this land
has a state water right to the Mora
river (that crosses part of the land)
to divert from the river by canal 10
feet wide at bottom, 14 wide! at top
and four feet deep. This canal is at
present but half Its full capacity and
through enlargement can easily irrigate 3,500 more aacres of land. In addition to this the Coyote river flows
through this land and is fed by Black
lake, 18 miles up the valley. La Cueva Water company has filed with the
state of New Mexico the right, to dam
the outlet of Black lake and hold back
1000,000 acre feet of storage water.
Thus the water problem is most amply
provided for. v
Timber, coal and building material
are abundant and of the best quality.
The present population of the district
is more than 2",000 people and this
fertile and famous valley is fast filling
up. The local markets are ample to
take all the products raised at good
prices. An electric railway route has
heen surveyed through la Cueva ranch
and will soon be put Into commission,
assuring success to the town site and
a great added convenience in transportation. Civil engineers and expert land
examiners report that net profit on
the proposition under discussion will
reach nearly if not quite $2,000,000.
During the period of development the
preferred stock will pay 7 per cent
dividend. The capital stock is $1,500,-00($500,000 prefered 7 per cent dividend and $1,000,000 common) par va:
le $100 per share. It is evident that
this stock is a fine investment
0

veit in one of his messages to congress for h's distinguished services
in his fights against the Moros in the
Lake llano country There, his senior
officer being incapacitated, the command of a battalion devolved upon
him. Captain Pershing was away
from civilization and almost cut off
from communication with the outside
world.
For seven months he kept
open his base of operations, supplied
his own subsistence and, with his
men, fought every day and part of
the night. He started at the lower
end1 of the lake and
fought clear
around Its circumference, exterminating hostile natives or making peace
with their chiefs. General MacArthur,
then In command of the Philippines,
recommend his promotion, tot brigadier general as the only recognition
commensurate with his actual services. Thereupon the president jumped Captain Pershing over the heads
of 862 officers of higher rank and
made him a brigadier general in the
regular army. Except in the case of
General Funston, who was made a
brigadier general from the volunteers
after his capture of Aguinaldo, there
is no other instance upon record
where bravery and efficient service
have been so promptly and so extensively rewarded.
The 'latest dispatches from the
Philippines indicate that the recent
fighting has been ae severe as any
that marked the early career of General Pershing in the islands. For
days the American troops have been
fighting In the mountain fastness
with savages sometimes numbering
between 5,000 and 10,000. Hand to
hand combats have been frequent, In
which not a savage surrendered, and

CAPITAL
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BKOMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signature is on each box. 25c. Adv.

PERSHING

MAKING

A

RECORD

MORO

d

SURPLUS
S50.000.00

$100,000 00

NV-- ,-

GENERAL

the encounters were ended only by stafety standard fixed by the
city authorities. As compliance with rthe
requirements would mean a compeite
Improve Your Complexion.
rebuilding of the theater it is likely
Your complexion as well as your that the house will never
open again.
temper Is rendered miserable by a dis- The Walnut Street theater is Ameriordered livierland tty constipation. ca's oldest playhouse. It was built
Take Chamberlain's Tablets and you in 1808 and during practically its enill improve them both. For sale by tire career of more than ft century
all dealers. Adv.
it has been devoted to first c'lass attractions. It is said that every AmerIN MEMORY OF ANDRE
ican player of prominence, with the
Stockholm, July 17. Under the aus- exception of some of the younger actpices of the Stockholm Geographical ors and actresses of the present day,
society memorial exercises were held has been seen upon its stage. The
today to mark the sixteenth anniver house is part of the estate of J.
sary of the ascent of the, balloon Sleeper Clark, the famous comedian,
which carried the explorer Andre and who owned and conducted it during
his intrepid companions to destruc the latter years of his. life. Clark
tion.
In further observance of the was an uncle of Edwin Booth.
anniversary a number of floral offerings were placed about the handsome The Difference Between "The Summer
Girl" and "The Summer Woman"
memorial erected here to commemor
While the former Is having a "good
ate the
in
expedition
quest of time" the latter is too often dragaing
the North Pole.
around nervous, run down, tired out,
with aching back and weary limbs,
When von feel
nttf nt
sleepless and wretched. Often it is
yawn a good deal in the daytime, you kidney trouble not female trouble and
can charge it to a torpid liver which Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and
has allowed the system to get full of pipitive help for the condlt'ou. u. G.
uupujuiea. jtiiUKBiiME cures all dis- Schaefer and Red Cross Drag Store.
Adv.
orders produced by an inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
COLORADO STOCKMEN MEET
good healthy condition. Price 50c
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Glenwood Springs, Col., July 17.
Colorado stockmen rounded up here
OLDEST PLAYHOUSE TO CLOSE in force today for the
Philadelphia, July 17. Patrons of convention of their state association.
the theater and members of the the- The gathering will 'iast three daya
atrical profession everywhere will and will be devoted to the discussion
learn with regret that, the famous of the forestry question, the UnderWalnut Street theater in this city wood tariff bill and its probable efis about to pass into history. The fect on the growing industry, and a
theater has been refused a license number of other matters of common
for failing to comply with the new interest to the stockmen.
escape or death.
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Cunningham, President.
Prank Springer.

J. M.

D.

rVc-

-

T. Hoskins, Caahibr.
Ass't. Cah.

E. S. Lewis,

LAS

BRIGADIER IN THE PHILIPPINES
RAPIDLY PACIFYING THE

tic powder to be shaken Into the
shoes. It instantly takes the sting
la a most wonderful external help
out of corns. Itching feet. Ingrowing to This
the muscles and tendons.
It penetrates
makes them pliant to readily
nails, and bunions. It is the greatest the tissues,
yield to nature's demand for expansion,
comfort discovery of the age. Allen's bo
there Is no longer a period of pain, disFoot-Eas- e
straining, nausea or other sympmakes tight or new shoes comfort,
toms so often distressing during the anxious
feel easy. Ladies can wear shoes weeks of exiiectaney.
prepares the system for
one size smaller after using. It is a theMother's Friend
coming event, and iis use brinjs comretit and repose during the term. Tills
cerialn relief for sweating, callous fort,
has a most marked lnliueuee upon the baby,
and swollen, tender, aching feet. Try elnce.lt thus Inherits a splendid growing
of nerves and digestive function.
it today. Sold everywhere, 25c. Tria' system
And particularly to yoiing mothers Is tills
famous
of Inestimable value.
It
package FREE. Address Allen S. enables remedy
her to
her health and

AT JUST HALF

in Patent, Vici Kid, Tan Calf, Brown Satin, White Canvas and
Black Corded Silk, worth from $2.50 to $4.50, per pair, all
sizes and widths, special, per pair

y

IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
Use Allen s Footease, the antisep-

AND DRESSES

SUITS

V K GAS

Interest Pa.id On Time Deposits

TRIBE

Washington, July 17. Major General Bell, commanding the Philippine
department, warmly praises Brigadier
General John. J. Pershing for the manner in which he conducted his campaign to disarm the Moros. It is not
the first time that General Pershing
has been "mentioned in dispatchces,"
and when the history of the Philippines comes to be written it is probable that the fighter from Missouri
will be given the credit for doing the
biggest share of the "rough work" incident to the pacification of the islands.
General Pershing has been fighting
in the Philippines the greater part
of . the past ten years. In 1906 he
was singled out bv president Roose- -

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANE
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

S30.000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. Q. HAYDON
H. W, KELLY
D.

T HOSKINS

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

Vice

President
President
Treasurer

ri

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

show the comparative freedom of
debt of the Nassau farmers. Through

Rev. Theophiie Meerschaert, bjshop of

BENEDICTS RULE
FIGURES

IN

this diocese; with the mother superior
at St. Joseph's Retreat, with the Rev.
Father Stanaert, the local priest, and
also with the county authorities.
Sister Justian has been something
of a
always wearing the
garb of the Benedictine Order.
The defense will be that upon entering the order the Benedictine nuns
vow to accept its two main principles
labor and obedience. It is in this
connection that the story of St. Bene-- i
diet will, be retold and the rules he
laid down be offered as evidence. As
preparation for this Attorney Horner
has been studying the early Catholic
canons, the life of St. Benedict and
his sister, Scolastica, and of the history of the orders they founded.Bene-dictinand nunneries
monasteries
how the law of obendience was absolute, and how Benedict organized community life in the monasteries and
nunneries on the basis of manual labor as opposed to merely meditative
seclusion.
From his home In Nursia in Umbria
Benedict was sent to Rome, just prior
to the year 500, to be educated. The
vices and disorder of the capital drove
him Into solitude while still a youth,
and he took refuge in a gorge formed
from
by the Anlo, about 40 miles
Rome. There, in a lark grotto near
Sublaco, he found seclusion and shelter. A neighboring monk supplied
him with food, let down by a rope.
globe-trotte-

LAW SUIT
OF
FAMOUS SAINT'S PROGRAM
LIFE TO BE BROUGHT BEFORE
OKLAHOMA JURY
Guthrie, Okla., July 17 The story
"
of St. Benedict, founder of the Bene-dictine Order, is to be repeated in
court here during the trial of the case
of Sister Justian against the congregation of Benedictine Sisters of the
Sacred Heart. The rules laid down by
the saint will be offered in evidence
to show Just what service Is demanded of the women whd enter the order.
These rules, outlined by St. Benedict soon after the sixth century began, will be put In evidence by Attorney C. G. Horner of Guthrie, counsel for the congregation. Will H.
and James Hepburne of
Chappell
Guthrie, are counsel for Sister Julian.
Sister Julian, wearing the Benedictine garb, came to Guthrie about 13
years ago to become a member of the
faculty of St. Joseph academy a Benedictine school for girls, Just west of
this city. She had been a teacher in

Catholic schools in Lehigh and Coal-gatOkla., and been In convents In
both England and America. She says
she is the only nun In Oklahoma who
possesses a state certitifcate to teach.
After teaching for 11 years In the
Guthrie academy she quit early in
1911.
She was on the streets here
frequently during the summer months
that followed, still wearing the garb
order, and collected money with which
to return tovher old home in the east,
somewhere in New York state. In all,
it is said, she collected about $100
here. The money was solictited from
"business and professional men, both
Catholic and
Sister Julian, who in the world Is
Miss Anna Lowry, says she was not
permitted to. do lighter work in St.
Joseph's Retreat, the academy institution, and her work had become so
heavy at the institution that she decided to leave. Her contention is that
when she entered the order she thereby was granted a life interest therein. She asks for a judgment of $17,-16against the defendant order.
Her course in soliciting money on
the- streets and telling her story in order to secure it was not approved by
Catholics, and as a result there were
numerous conferences with the Rt.

0
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PREPARESFOR

TEMPLARS

weeks
Denver,
July 17 Three
hence Denver will be the Mecca of
tens of thousands of the most prominent and representative citizens of
the United States. From every part
Maine
of the continent, from
and Florida, from California and Oregon and from all the commonwealths
between, the representatives of the
Knights Templar will gather for their
thirty-secontriennial conclave.
For more than a year the local
committee, of reception and entertainment, composed of the most prominent and active templars in this jurisdiction, has been preparing for the
advent of the mighty hosts that will
sojourn in this city during the second
week of August. Today announcement was made of the practical completion of every detail. of the conclave
program. As in the past, the big features of the week will be the great
street parade and the competitive
drills. Dinners, receptions and balls
will figure in the entertainment program, along with numerous sightseeing trips to the many points of scenic
interest in the vicinity of Denver.
far-awa- y

d
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COST
GERMANY PROVIDES A WAY OF
ENABLING FARMERS TO
OBTJ4N CREDIT

this practice the farmers of Nassau
are required each year to pay oft
their Indebtedness.
The most interesting feature of the
Nassau bank is the government guarantee given the bonds. There is a
division of opinion among the members of the American commission as
to the advisability of government
guarantee for land bonds. Those opposed to the plan point out that if
the farmers defaulted in their payments It would become necessary for
the government as the guarantor to
dispossess the farmers of their land,
and they assert that there is apt to
be so much politics In the situation
in the United States that the 'legislature of a state would be inclined to
saddle the loss upon the state rather
than make enemies of the farmers
by selling their lands at auqtkm.
Adherents of the plan assert that
land In the United States is sold
every day of the year for faxes and
that this Is the same thing as the
state selling a, man out for non-pa- y
ment of Interest charges on a mortgage. Just what advantage there Is
In the government guarantee can be
better judged by the commissioners
after they, hive studied a type of
Landshaften bank and the Credit
Fancler of France.

THREE

PITCHERS TO GET
A

BETTER
DEA L

"EARNED RUNS" WILL BE
RECORDED IN THE BIG LEAGUES
IN THE FUTURE

Raif-feise-

I

n
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Lots of people keep on using coffee as daily beverage, know"
ing that it is harmful, but are puzzled for something to take
its place.

Instant: Postum
fills the bill exactly
tastes much like
This new
possesses the merit of being healthful, pure and
food-drin- k

high-grad- e

free from the coffee drug "caffeine"

Java, but

absolutely

which is the
cause of much of the heart, stomach, liver and nerve disorders
with which so many coffee drinkers are afflicted.
Fill out and mail the above coupon (enclosing 2c stamp for
postage) and we willsend you a miniature tin of Instant Postum
containing enough for 5 caps.
Postum comes in two forms.

Regular Postum (must be boiled).
Instant Postum doesn't require boiling
by stirring a level teaspoonful in
instantly
for most
of

but is prepared
an ordinary cup

hot water, which makes it right
persons.
A big cup requires more and some people who like strong
things put in a heaping spoonful and temper it with a large
supply of cream.
Experiment until you know the amount that pleases your
palate and have it served that way in the future.

"There's a. ILeson" for POSTUM

FROM SALE OF

CRAWFISH
TWO BOYS SELL THEM TO RES
TAURANT KEEPERS IN THE
CITY OF ST. LOUIS

60,-00-

'u-;tj(-

old-tim-

.

h

j

old-styl- e

n

For Yovi to Try

EARiOODliT

30,-00-

GREAT SUFFERER

tla

ites among the slabmen will not have
to feel despondent or regretful if their
idols do not win a game all season,
provided they keep on holding their
opponents to low scores.
The old expression, "That was a
tough one for Matty to lose," will no
longer apply when Christy holds at
team to nothing for nine innings while
the Giants fail to score a run, then in
the tenth somebody muffs a fly ball
and1 lets In the winning run. No lons-e- r
will Mathewson's position among
the National league pitchers be determined by the result of a game. In tbo
case cited Matty will be credited with
ten Innings in which no runs were
scored off him, since It was not his
fault the lone tally counted.
This will give a pitcher on the tail- end team a chance to stand well up
among the pitchers, even if he does
not take part In half a dozen "win
ning" games during a season. Hitherto the only chance any pitcher has had
to "lead the league" In pitching has
been to have his team finish first or
second, and, In addition to that, have
a lot of luck. The old system merely
was a record of luck Instead of effi-

How many baseball bugs ever saw
Springfield, Mo., July 17. Catching
a pitcher really win a game? Probcrawfish to supply the wants of lovers
of this delicacy in St. Loais is the
ably everyone who ever saw a ball
business of two Green county farmer
game will answer "I have." Not one
in ten of them will be right, and then
boys, Frank and Freddie Woods. They
utilize a large pond on the farm of
only partly right, pitchers have won
their father, two and a half miles
baseball games, but that happens on-- '
north of Springfield. The boys are
ly occasionally In each pitcher's ea--'
believed to have the on'iy crawfish
reer.
farm in Missouri.
There have been Instances In which
Four thousand of the crustaceans
a pitcher sut out his opponents
or
today.
are marketed each week. They have
held them to a single run and also
The first institution v'sited by the
a standing order with a St. Louis fish
made a base hit which drove in one
commission In Weisbaden. was the
house for 1,000 crawfish to be shipped
two
or
runs necessary to win the
Nassau District Mortgage Credit bank,
every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesinfreso
but
have
been
game,
they
a government Institution extending
day and for 500 on Thursdays and
quent that It is not likely any except ciency.
mortgage 'loans at cost, principally
0
Last year the boys sold
Fridays.
regular patrons have seen many of Ed Walsh during his most sensa
for the benefit of small farmers who
crawfish in St. Louis, for which
them.
tional seasons on the slab, has not
predominate In Nassau. It was the
Even then It is not absoltely true failed to see inferior pitchers ahead of they received $8.50 per thousand. This
first institution of this type visited
0
that the pitcher "won his own game," him in the official records simply be year they expect to ship between
by the commission.
and
100,000.
for he had to have some help In the cause ' e was tossed Into so many
The bank was organized in 1840 by
The propagating, catching and shipand shape of runners on bases to score on
the government of what was then Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera
tough games and could not always stave ping of "crawdads," as they are familhis timely hit. The only way In which off defeat for his team while, the men
Diarrhoea Remedy.
the Grand Duchy of Nassau. It has
iarly known to every youngster who
Mr. W. S. Gunslaus, a Pennsylvania a pitcher can actually win a ball who
continued in the mortgage business
ranked ahead of him might have knows anything at all about them, Is
ever since and has never lost a dc-l-ar Marnier, residing near Fleming, P. O., game is to blank the opponents and worked against only soft marks all the
interesting. A large spring supplies
"For the past fourteen make a home run himself, but he has year.
to its bond holders. The method Pa., says:
the water for the pond covering sevears I have used Chamberlain's Colic to have help from his teammates or
of business is the same as that foleral acres. This lake is grown thick
lowed by practically all mortgage in- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy In my he cannot shut out the other fellows.
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
with a peculiar moss which is found
stitutions of Europe that is, it ac- family and have found it to be an exYet for a quarter of a century or Instead of the dally torment of in no other
part of the country.
cepts mortgages on real estate and cellent remedy. I always have a bot- more, since baseball records began to weak back, backache, sore kidneys,
this moss Is a shellupon
Feeding
issues 'land bonds equal in amount tle of it in my house and take' pleas be officially recognized, there has been swollen joints and rheumatism, obey fish of the
species. Upon
Pills.
periwlnk'ie
to
lmulse
take
that
Kidney
Foley
to the mortgages. The bonds are ure In recommending It to my the absurd system of crediting pitchwith nature, which the periwinkle and the moss crawfish
They
split uP Into small amounts, as low friends." For sale by all dealers.
ers with so many games won and lest accounts for their success in all kid- feed In countless numbers.
as $25, in order that small Investors Adv.
,
during a season. To make it more ney and bladder disorders. They are
The crawfish are caught with a
can buy them. The money received
strengthening and tonic. small hand seine. One of the boys
absurd, the pitchers have been rated healing,
that impulse today and give
by the bank from the sale of the
or graded according to the percentage Obey
NEW YORK A. C. CLEBRATES
them a chance to help your. O. G. follows the edge of the pond with
bonds Is secured by the mortgages.
e
New York, July 17. Many
of victories won by their team while Schaefer and Red Cross Drag Store. one end of the seine, while the other
But the holder of the bond looks
'
AdV.
wades out to armpit depths with the
athletes, including former champions they were pitching.
,.,
only to the bank to pay the Interest on road, track and river, were on
other end, A single drag with.' the
We have heard this said about Waland principal of his bond. The bank hand
today at the opening of a three ter Johnson winning a certain number OBSERVE JUAREZ ANNIVERSARY seine will often reward the boys with,
assumes tne responsibility for the dayB' reunion and meet In celebration of
City of Mexico, July 17. The forty-firs- t a catch of more than 200 salable
games before losing one. Look evpayments of the farmer and it. is this of the twenty-fiftanniversary of the death of Be- crawfish. The market requirements
anniversary of the er the facts concerning the games !n
feature which makes investors more purchase of Tra vers Island' clubhouse which the
nito
Juarez, who holds the foremost are for crawfish at least three Inches
Washington wonder has
willing to buy the bonds than they by the New York Athletic club. An
in the list of the patriots of in length. Many of the crawfish are
place
will
it
be
and
found he has
are to buy the mortgages offered by attractive list of athletic events has pitched
not won a game this year nor lose one, Mexico, will be observed tomorrow in eight and nine inches long.
American farmers, ana also which been
Since the crawfish are raised in
arranged for the celebration
The games in the customary manner. Exercises in
makes the investors willing to accept aijd will Include track and field' com- technically speaking.
which he has participated have been celebration, of the day will be held by spring water and feed upon vegetables
a lower rate of interest. The bank petition for members, rowing between
Juarez societies throughout the re- and live animal foods, their flesh is
either won or lost by his associates.
carries on this business as nearly as past and present champions, yacht- In one day we have seen where Nap public. President Huerta and other very sweet and succulent. The Vo.1s
Where a ing, lacrosse, swimming, baseball, ten-- i
possible without
profit
Rucker in Brooklyn "lost" a game., 1 high officials of the present govern- boys have received letters from the
profit is made it is turned over to the nis, and dancing on the 'lawn.
ment are expected to attend the an- St. Louis company to which the ?hH
to
0, while across the big bridge in
government to reduce the taxes of
to be held at the stating that their crawfish are
prNew York Marquard won a game, niversary exercises
the landowners.
ior to any received In St. Louis an !
tomb of the patriot.
Taking B?g Chances
Ruck9 to 7. In the
records
In the case of the mortgage bank
for that reason depend upon the ho;
It is too great a risk to depend upon er was
charged with a defeat snd
of Nassau, however, there is a secfor their supply.
His Indigestion Cured at Last
neighbors or sending for medicine in Marquard credited with
a victor',
ond guarantee placed behind the land case of a sudden attack of bowel com
After
hundreds
dollars
of
Seining for crawfish is done at
spending
when in reality Rucked pitched seven
bonds the guarantee of the governfor medicine and treatment for indi- night An acetylene lamp is use' by
plaint. In almost every neighborhood times as
good as game as Marquard.
ment. When Nassau was an autono- someone
the boys to detect the presence of the
has died from cholera morThis year the two major leagues gestion and constipation with only
mous German state the guarantee bus
"crawdads"
H.
C.
Whitthat could have easily been saved have cut
feeding upon the moss
relief,
Hines, of
away from this archaic sys- temporary
was given by the government of the bad
near
the
banks
of the pond. There
was
the proper medicine been at hand.
Ark.,
low,
cured
by
permanently
tem, and will substitute for it a me
Grand Duchy of Nassau. Nassau has Then think of the
they can be seen by the hundreds
Chamberlain's
Tablets.
For
sale
suffering that must thod of rating
by
pitchers according to all dealers. Adv.
,been absorbed by Prussia and there Is be endured until medicine can be ob
feeding on the periwinkles and the
their efficiency. The new rating will
a provision in the constitution of that
vegetation that grows thickly in the
tained. The safe way Is to keep at be
based on a modification of the old
state forbidding the government to hand a
water. Not more than an hour is reMURDERER TO HANG
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
guarantee the obligations of a com- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remdy. It has "earned run"," the difference beiiK
Prince Albert, Sask., July 17. Ar- quired each night to fill an order for
pany which is permitted to assume never been known to fail and has un- that the modern "earned run" will
are being made for the 1,000 of the creatures.
rangements
'iinllmitied indebtedness,
therefore doubtedly saved the lives of many include all tallies for which a pitsher execution of Enicrie Kovoiach here toTber are packed alive in baskets
is responsible, either by being hit
the guarantee of the land bonds of
with wet moss and they reach their
morrow.
it now. It only costs a
Kovoiach
Ratz
Lewis
and
Buy
eople.
the Nassau bank was turned over to
safely or by giving bases on balls or were convicted
"uarter. For sale by all dealers.
of the murder of destination by express ui good shape.
wild pitches. Stolen bases also will
the communes of the administrative
like lobsters, are boiled
Adv.
Charles
Bruggencote on the night of Crawfish,
district of Nassau. This is, however,
figure In "earned runs" on the theory
11 last.
was alive, but they are first thoroughly
The
murder
February
a strong government guarantee and
that a considerable percentage of
water. After being
one of unusual brutality.
The two purged in salt
the sufficiency of it is proven In the
steals are due to the pitcher's inabil
boiled, the shell is easi'iy removed,
men
killed
at
the
BrugKencote
lonely
high price, 99, maintained by 4 per
ity to hold the runners to their bases
the white, flaky flesh, which
A
ruined shack where they lived by leaving
cent bonds of the Nassau bank.
can be eaten at once or prepared ia
thereby making it practically impos
a
brains
in his
with
cudgel
To make the government's guaransible fop catchers to throw them out. beating
various ways for the table. Many of
afterwards cutting his throat and
tee safe .conduct of the bank is placWhen a teammate ers and the er and
restaurants in St. Louis serve
the
him along a trail into the
ed directly under control of the asror results in a run the pitcher is ex- driving
crawfish soup, which is said by epi
open prairie, where they left the
sembly of the administrative district.
cureans, to be very appetizing.
emepted from blame and the run is
The two murderers were tried
body.
The actual business of the bank is
not charged to him.. Likewise, if a
The crawfish multiply in the pond
carried on by a directorate. A farm- Tells How She Was Restored team has a chance to retire the side and convicted at the May term of without being cared for in any way,
court. Ratz is under sentence to hang
er desiring to mortgage his farm goes
and all that the two "Woods boys reand fails to do so through error, then
To Health by Lydia E.
week from tomorrow for his share
one
first to the court of registration. The
ceive is clear profit. The industry
the opposing team makes half a dozen
in the crime.
Pinkham's Vegetatakes up litt'ie of their time and the
system of land registration in Gerruns ar'e not tabbed againBt the slab-maof catching the crawfish and
many is thoroughly perfected and this
ble Compound.
work
not
would
reason
for the
they
is one of the most essential features
shipping them to market does not inhave happened at all if his supporters
to a successful land credit system.
terfere with their school work and
had done their part of the work.
WISHED SHE
Grayville, 111." I was a great
By the court the farmer is given a
their .chores about th farm. With
each
with
Is
credited
Each pitcher
of female complaints for; a year
paper establishing his title and detheir recent contract they are now
and I got nothing inning or fraction of an inning he
This paper
scribing his property.
COULD DIE making $34 a week.
that helped me un- pitches and he is charged with all the
Is sent to the land bank with the aptil I began taking runs for which he can be held responLydia E. Pinkham's sible
plication for a 'loan. All loans are
There is more Catarrh in this secduring those Innings. Then by And Be Free Froni
Comrestricted to 50 per cent of the value
Her Troubles, tion of the country than all other disVegetable
of adding together
the
system
simple
was
I
pound.
irregof the land on first mortgage. If the
eases put together, and until the last
hut Finds Better Way.
ular and had cramps the number of innings and dividing
loan be granted the farmer's mortfew years was supposed to be incurso bad that I had to by nine it can be determined how
able. For a great many years doctors
gage Is registered and also the bank
go to bed. Now I many regulation games he has actualpronounced it a local disease and prerecords with the mortgage the fact
have better health
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time." scribed local remedies, and by conthat bonds to an equal amount have
than I have had for ly pitched.
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place.
to cure with local treat1 Wished I would
By totaling the number of "earned
flip and hp rpfipvpH stantly falling
been issued. The entire transaction
years and I 'cannot
it incurable. Sciment,
pronounced
divto
of
each
my puttering, from womanly troubles. ence has
pitcher and
costs the farmer about $20. The bond
speak too highly of runs" charged
proven Catarrh to be a conI COllld tint Opf fin
Urifhrxilfr ruillinnr n
Mrs. Jessie Schaak, iding that number by the total number
redraws interest at the lowest practic- your medicine."
something to help me, and stayed in ed stitutional disease, and therefore
413 Main St., Grayville, 111.
of nine innings he has pitched it is most of the time.
I could not do my quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
able rate now 4
cent
because
per'
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
possible to know how many runs' per housework.
of a bad money market and the
Case of Mrs. Tully.
and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
each
slabman
on
the
game
average
The
of
amount
least
work
tired mi Cheney
farmer pays to the ban this same
111.
take pleasure in has permitted without any fault on out. My head would swim, and i would only constitutional cure on the mar"I
Chicago,
rate of interest, plus enough to cover
In doses
iremDie tor an hour or more, finally, 1 ket. It is taken internally
writing to thank you for what Lydia E.
10 drops to a teaspoonful.
from
It
the expenses of the bank. This is Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has the part of his teammates. That sys- took Cardui, the woman's tonic,
I
and
about y per cent in an economically done for me. I suffered with such aw- tem comes as close to determining the am not bothered with pains any more, acts directly on the blood and mucous
I don't have to go to bed.
In fact, surfaces of the system. They offer
Besides this ful periodic pains, and had a displace- efficiency of a pitcher as any that has and
conducted Institution.
1 am sound
one hundred dollars for any case It
well of all my troubles."
and
received
no
and
benefit
from
the
It
is
been
and
ment,
yet
devised,
proposed
payment, the farmer pays each year
falls to cure. Send for circulars rh-was advised to take Lydia
I
Cardui
doctors.
coes
to
all
weak
(he
snots
and
a fbted amount in amortization
by the major league to try it until
to
make
thern
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
It
helps
acts with testimonials.
strong.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Tocharges that is, a fixed amount which am now as well as ever." Mrs. Wil- somebody devises one that may "hi nature not against her. It is for the
O.
ledo.
more
accurate.
is used to reduce the principal of his
irritable
tired,
nervous,
women, who feci
liam TullY, 2052 Ogden Avenue,
Sold by druRf-is- f a, 73c.
The American league has, discard j as if everything were wrong, and need
loan. In the German Landschaften Chicago,
Take Hall's Family Pills for couMi-pntloto quiet their nerves and
the "won" and "lost" business, alto- something the worn-oinstitutions the payment of this
ut
Adv.
strengthen
system.
liave the slightest doubt
If
you
amortization charge Is optional wirh
gether from the official records of pit!f
E.
are
a
Pinkham's
from
you
woman,
Vegeta- chers. The National
suffering
any
the farmer. In the Nassau institu- that Lydia
Stings or bttcs of insects that are
league rates iff of the numerous svniptoms of womanly
ble Compound will help you, write
take
tion payment of amortization charges
Cardui.
It
trouble,
will
the
to
pitchers officially according
help you. followed by swellings, pain or itcilnsr
to Lydia E.PinkhamMedieineCo.
should be treated promptly, t t!K-At all druggists.
is obligatory and the value of this
will continue
are poisonous. BALLARD'S
'OW
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., for ad- "earned run" system, but
Writi
to:
law wa3 tkwly demonstrated to the
Msdicina
as
a subordinate feature the record cf
Co., Ladies' LINIMENT c
Chattanooga
'
the mim. it
vice. Your letter will be opened,
Advisory Dept., Chattanooei, Tenn., for iStrcial
American commissioners by the bink
in both antiseptic ea healing, rri-- fl
ImtrHctumt on your ease end 64 rw book. "Horn
read and answered by a woman, games won and lost by pitchers.
Treatment for Women," in liiaiivwmppor.
N.C. m 23c, 50c acS 51.00
.':.,' J
per boif'ti.
director, who presented a table to and held in strict confidence.
Baseball fans who have their favor
bv Central Vrvq Co. Adv.
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Weisbaden, Germany, July 17. The
commission on agricultural
came to Weisbaden from
where a half day had
Heidelberg,
been spent visiting typical local
societies in the neighboring
farming communities. A
of the commission remained In
Heidelberg to attend the meetings
of the convention of Railffeisen cc
operation officials which began there
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FOUR
by the score where the cost is In ex-- 1
cess of that of Ballikinram. Some of
our country places have stables that
cost that much, with chicken houses
and Cow barns of appropriate style.
The difference of title is due to the
difference of social pretense. In Scotland the rich wish to be aristocratic,
so they call their homes "castles."
In this country ostentatious wealth
pretends to democracy and calls its
palaces "cottages."
Time was when a bride that passed
from fi cottage to a castle was a simple village maiden owing all to her
lord. Today when the American girl
passes from her cottage home to the
British cast'ie she takes money along
to pay the mortgage and refit it.
Thus times change ana, everybody
changes with them.

JULY

17, 1913.

left this week for Illinois and other
dodge and let the ball hit me. It hit
hard and I squirmed, but as the manplaces, where they will spend several
ESTABLISHED 1879.
weeks on a vacation.
ager bent over me, I winked at him
him lift me, I limped
and, letting
Fireman E. Welsh has resigned. He
down to first and stole second on the
Published By
OF
A
left this week for Tucumcari, where
first
ball
clear
around
pitched,
sliding
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
he will enter the shops and take up
the baseman. On my third trip to the
(Incorporated .1
his
old trade of boiler maker.
I
cracked
out
a
clean hit over
plate
1
second base and, after being sacrificP. Varela, engine inspector, has
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
ed to second, stole third because I
a few weeks' leave of absence
taken
no
one
would
a
figured
expect recruit
'tike
the rest of the boys who
and
PHYSICIAN
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AND
ICE
AN
to do that. In the club house that
are
off, has gone in quest of
ELECTRIC
laying
FAN
USE
FOR
night the manager said, "You'll do,
fish.
IN
A
BIG
OFFICE
kid, if you don't get swelled.
And I
replied, 'I've gone through that."
Former Day Clerk W. Bland is now
Entered fct the positiffice at Last
Philadelphia, July 17. A thoroughhold
down the night run while forLas Yogas, New Me;ico, for trauv
method
rooms
of
ly
practical
cooling
The Only Perfect Baby So Far
mer Night Clerk Frank Goldy is with
at
small
mission through the United States
has
devised
expense
been
by
Discovered in America
the daylight clerks at the
mails ia iccoud class matter.
In the August Woman's Home Com Dr. William F. Manning, the medicai
officer in charge of the government
panion the campaign for "Better Ba
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
bies" is further reported. The "Bet- printing office. It consists merely of
Mrs. John Burks returned this week
ter Babies' movement Is a movement suspending vertical'iy a wide sheet of from
Daily, by Carrier
across
a
muslin
Louisville, Ky., where she has
befabric
the
room,
.0&
$
I'er Copy
toward the Improvement of children
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for
the past month on a vacawet
water
from
ing
kept constantly
by
.15
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by means of baby shows where babies a pipe
tion. She is stenographer to the diInterval.
at
Extend
perforated
65
One Month
are judged according to their physical
CURRENT MAGAZINES
the pipe lengthwise of the room, near vision foreman.
'
One Year
$7.50
condition rather than according to the
ceiling, suspending the sheet from
their beauty. Hundreds of these shows
Daily, by Mail
Conductor O. W. Hereford has
it, and you have the idea, the water
$G.OO
One Year
leave of absence, and
The Making of a Big League Ball are being held in the United States being supplied from a faucet through taken a y
3.00
'
Six Months
this year, and In each case the chil- a rubber tube to one end of the
Player
pipe. left today with his wife and daughter
In the August American Magazine dren are judgea precisely as live A great many square feet of wet mus- for San Diego, Cal.; where they will
stock is. Judged according to a strict lin being thus exposed, the
Hugh S. Fullerton writes an article
rapid evap- spend the next month.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
'score
card prepared by eminent physi oration of the water produces cold,
Lea&
of
a
entitled "The Making
Big
GROWER
cians. Of course the most important and the temperature of the room
Engineer George Bryan has return$2.00 uer." It is the true story of the de
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of those shows is the opportunity quickly falls.
ed from a two months' vacation and
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1.1)0
velopment
Six Months
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the afford for distributing among
This simple device Is used in the is again a familiar sight in the enplayers in the United .States as told
mothers "practical scientific 'sugges- Kittle 'emergency hospital" at the gines pulling the big drags and other
Fnil'-tonThis
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to
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play
by
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- er, of course. heiMi) liie game as a tions for the care of children. This is printing office in the summer time, trains out of the yard.
tions.)
boy and M'f.d lror?!i all the. stages being done with thoroughness and and, no matter how hot the weather
Remit by draft, check or money or- from amateur to minor league teams great success.
Is, the temperature of the room can
Carpenter Marcotte has left the
In a report in the August woman's always be kept at about 70 degrees. service and will leave sotm for Texas,
der. If sent otherwise we will not and then into the Ms league. In this
where he will take up farming. W.
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big league
After many vicissitudes he lost his and managed by women of Knoxville, ting machines,, a muslin sheet being
C. C. Dana has been appointed inALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT swelled head" and got Into the big Tenn., and Des Moines, Iowa. Follow stretched from one end to the other,
dustrial commissioner of the Atchiand
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Is
utmost
extract
to
comfort
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from
the
ing
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THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
at
report
thirtyleague again, where, today,
work people. Such a contrivance, ob son, Topeka & Santa Fe, with office
the Knoxville show: :
PAID FOR
years of age, he is one of the great
at Chicago, in place of Wesley Mer-rit"The
final
feature
proved truly viously, may be rigged up anywhere
veterans of the game. Of his final en
Dr.
resigned; effective July 1.
dramatic. First, the physicians had by anybody, but
Manning suggests
Advertisers are guaranteed the trance into the big league he says:
same
the
accomthat
result
be
found
may
a
June
t perfect, .baby, Sidney
In June, I was purchased for a
largest daily and weekly circulation
Brakemen David Hazels and Fred
to some extent by the ready
Chastain,' aged twenty-fivmontls, plished
oi' any newspaper in northern New large sum by the club which then was
Yoakum
have been on a fishing trip
of
sheet
bed
a
and
wetting
the strongest In the country. I didn't son of a successful young business expedient
Mexico.
the past two weeka and reports
for
over
a
it
clothesline
stretchman
hanging
a
and
mother who springs from
say a word about the money, although
from their camping place say that
ed between two opposite wafts.
the club paid over four thousand do! Georgia stock, an ideal American boy.
A
small
of
hint
they are getting all the big ones.
kind
to
this
ought
When
the youngster was pronounced
TELEPHONES
lars for me. The new manager sat
Business Office
Main 2 down with me in the hotel the night I perfect half a dozen medical men took be ofjgreat value In cases where'' a
A. G. Armstrong, division foreman
difference of a few degrees of temhim in hand and put him
News Department
Main 9
through a perature is of utmost
joined his team.
of the Santa Fe coast lines, at Los
to
importance
" 'All I want,' he said, 'is for you second and more rigid examination.
the sick. It may be actually a ques- Angeles, Cal., has been appointed
:,t there was no
to
shaking that first tion of life and death to a
get out there and hustle and behave
THURSDAY, JULY 17, 1913.
baby. But, master mechanic of the Arizona divis.
Sidney Ju:.e Chastain had if
I've heard you are hard to verdict.
yourself.
is
not
of absolute import- ion with headquarters at Needles,
expense
scored the maximum possible on the
handle, but I'll take a chance.'
an invalid' In hot weather can Cal., succeeding M. P. Cheney, who
ance,
A WO It Til V I UK POSE
one thous.
"'You won't have any trouble with Better Babies Score-Caralways be kept coo'i by filling a wash-tu- is on an extended leave of absence.
and points, one hundred per cent.
me,' I assured him. 'All I want is a
or other large receptacle with ice
"It was hard for physicians ana
Las Vegas has at last one institu chance to show that I can play.'
Brakemen Lee Crites and Homer
and
blowing the air over it toward
.
.
it fn uiemuei-i.
r,.nl.
" 'You'll get all the chance you I'flTVl
10 Keep tne se the bed with an
tion whose value we believe Is not
m"""electric fan. Some Weari, accompanied by the we'll
properly appreciated. For a number want.' he said quietly. 'You're in the cret, but the feat was accomplished, hundreds of pounds' of ice per diem known car inspector, James J. Young,
and when the announcement was will
of years the Las Vegas hospital, moi e line-utomorrow.'
be required, perhaps, but the cf left this week on a few week's fishmade in connection with the prize
commonly known as the Ladles' Home
feet is admirable. The Ice and fan, ing trip. They all have great aspir"Stage fright! Did you ever suffer
lias been working1 quietly, persistently it? I did that night. My nerves were award, applause shook the building. of course, ought not. to be too near ations and hope to break all records
and efficiently in this community to jumping and a thousand times I figur Sidney and his proud but astonished the patient, lest the latter catch cold. for the catching of the finny tribe.
ameliorate the unfortunate lot
of ed out plays yes, and made them in parents were asked to come to tho At the same time it should be undermany persons who without the aid of planning what I would do the next iy. platform so that the audience could stood that the air is not rendered too
George W. Smith has been appointthis institution would probably not
"We were playing a game against a look the hundred per cent baby over. damp by this means, but is arutaliy ed traveling freight agent of the Atreceive the medical attention and kind- team which we figured we would The little lad received not only the made dry, the moisture it contains
chison, fopeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Fort Madison, la., sucly care their condition demands. The have to beat out to win the champion- first cash prize In his class but two
taken up by the ice.
ladies in charge of the Las Vegas hos- ship. I pictured myself hitting home silver mugs, one presented by the WoAn idea now in use to some extent ceeding J. W. Munsell, who has been
pital, and to whom all credit Is due runs and making triple plays, and man's
League, the is thrat of throwing a spray of cold appointed division freight agent, with
lor their gratultuous and faithful work, when I awoke in the morning I was other by the Woman's Home Compan- water into a room until the air is office at Fort Madison, la., in place
have brought Its usefulness to such a nervous, a shaky, uncertain and scar ion, In recognition of the fact that supersaturated and then rorcing this of C. C. Dana, promoted. Effective
stage that they are entitled to the ed ball player. In practice before the Sidney was the first child to reach the cooled air into other rooms. But the Ju'iy 1.
support of this entire community In game everything hit my way I either standards of weights and measure- application of human ingenuity to
A. M. Reinhardt, who on July 10
anything they may undertake.
fumbled or threw wild, as my nerves ments set in the Better Babies Stan- such problems has evolved no end of was
appointed assistant general
inas
curious
a
and,
The board of directors of the hos- were rags. The crowd seemed to be dard Score-Card- .
contrivances;
agent of the Atchison, Topeka
freight
version of the idea we have methods
pital has decided to give a series of sorry for me when they weren't
& Santa Fe coast lines, with head
ice
for
heating
of utilizing
lectures for the purpose of raising mocking. It was a relief 'hen the
actually
KILLING THE HOPPERS
at Los Angeles, Cal., was
funds with which to pay for the con game started.
purposes. .Car loads of bananas are quarters
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1, 1878, at Lawrence,
Kan.,
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weather
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struction of a hospital building. The
protected from
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He was graduated from high
measure of spreading
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water
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of
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hos
a
course will consist of five lectures giv-e- ii p, on a foreign field add vi'h
by throwing
bran abroad In the western them with a hose and thus covering school tat Hemet, Cal., and began
by such well known and able per- tile crowd roaring. The ;im man l Kansas fields was taken
by hundreds them with a thick coat of ice. The railway work with the Atchison, Tosons as Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Col'Vfi-- . Ir'rr nt. 'Me two'
out.
peka & Santa Fe in December, 1895,
of farmers yesterday, the issue con- ice
keeps the fruit warm by prevent- as
onel Ralph E. Twitchell, Dr. Jacob said the manager as I picked up a bat.
messenger and student at San
has
the
changed
grasshoppers
cerning
ing radiation.
Landau, Miss Sara May Raynolds, The first pitched ball cut the heart of
Jacinto, Cal. He was made relief
was
the
about.
Last
week
question
Professor E. E. Wentworth Layton the plate. . I saw it all the way up ana
agent of the Los Angeles division in
what to do to the live ones who were
and Mr. Charles W. G. Ward. Tickets knew it would have been easy to hit
July, 1897, and in September of the
the question
corn.
the
Today
eating
for the course will be placed on sale II hard, yet I let it go. 'Strike one.
following year was transferred to Bar-stois what to do with the dead ones lyGOSSIP OF THE
shortly at the price of $1.50 for the the umpire yelled, and the crowd howl
Cal., as cashier. Frm January
Dead
farmers
fields
the
in
say.
the
series.
SHOPS AND YARDS.
ed. I was cool as a Boston east wind. ing
to June, 1899,, he was agent at
are reported lying about the
The purpose of this course is a The second ball came whizzing up, hoppers
Cal., and the four months
field
in
layers where the bran has
worthy one and the people of the com- straight over the plate with nothing
following, until November, 1899, he
the
the
and
been
used
say
experts
Boilermaker Stauffer has return was agent at Ferris, Cal. He was
munity should, as a matter of duty, on it, and I Itched to hit It, yet let u
an assured success.
assist the hospital liberally and cheer- go for the second strike. Then I set poison project is
ed to work after having been off for then made bill clerk at San Diego,
Farmers and officials In the affected the past week.
fully. They will not only be benefit- tled to hit, expecting a curve ball. The
ICal., where he remained until Sephave received scores of letcountries
ing that institution but they will also curve Went wide, a fast one went high
tember, 1901, when he went to Han-fordrivof
Machinist Nunn has been called
be benefiting themselves by listening and .wide. I figured that the pitcher ters suggesting various means
Cal., as agent. From January,
;
to such lectures as the "Humor and though he had a sucker at bat and ing out the pest, but the .poisoned to Kansas City on account of a death 1903, to February, 1906, ' Mr'.' Rem-- ;
Pathos of Travel," "Soldiers of the would curve one over., He came with mash method, sanctioned by the state In his wife's family
hardt was overcharge Investigator
Is said to have proven by far
and rate clerk' in sthe! c'iaim departCross," the "Oherarnmergku1 ' Passion a! fast ball a foot high' and' I swung at college,
most effective. Wholesale distri
Engineer A. Langston is on" the 'lay ment; of the auditor's office. He was
Play," "Music, Art, Past and Present," it and struck out. My heart nearly the
and to such a singer as Misa Raynolds. got spiked as it sank into my toes go-- . bution of the poison mash was made off list for a few days, enjoying him then until September of that year
all day yesterday at various points in self on a short fishing trip.
o
rate clerk in the general freight ofing DacK xu i"" uciivu.
the afflicted country.
fice, when he became chief clerk in
the
said
manager.
That's the boy,
CASTLE ANI COTTAGE
the farmer of Edwards coun- Today
Machinist C. Bloxman has asked the general agent's office at Los An
'
Matrft htm ntto.h
mr,.
,.f
....
l- ,.
VYttll Ullll UUl.
for a leave of absence, and will take geles, Cal. On May, 1908, he was
"I could have Kissea mm lor muse ;
nallikinraln Hastls In Stirlingshire,
though most of the work in, the grass- a short trip to El Paso this week.
promoted to chief clerk in the genwith
my
short
to
went
words.
I
recently destroyed by suffragettes, is
hopper district of the Arkansas river
eral freight agent's office at that
described In dispatches from London r.erves steady and my system full of valley was completed yesterday. Or'
Air Man John Cadogan has returnwhich position he held until
as "the costliest private residence in confidence. The first ball bit was a ganizations are being made In all sur- - ed from Denver, where he has been place,recent
his
tVlA
T
crnt
with
appointment as assistant
halt
.nnn
a
at
Scotland," having been built
r...i., u.cl
counties and it is said prac-cn- t on a vacation for the past two weeks. general freight agent, as above noted.
rounding
to
a
chance
hand and there wasn't
cost of "half a million dollars," says
the entire afflicted district will
Mr. Reinhardt's entire railway servthrow the runner out if I stopped to tically
the New York World.
Is laying off for ice of nearly 18
have been treated by the end of this
Switchman
Sagert
years has been with
lookThe figures taken in connection straighten up, bo I threw without
week.
a few days, ridding himself of the the Santa Fe coast lines. Railway
and
plunged
with the title are significant. A resi- ing and without waiting,
monotony of rolling the buggies In Age Gazette.
dence around New York costing half forward on to my face. The yell from
the yard..
Mamie
a million dollars would hardly get a the crowd told me the first baseman Neighbor-Wha- t's
crying
title- of any kind. At Newport there had caught it,' and as I scraped the about?
"What do you think of our bridge
Brakeman Tillman, who has made
told her
are "cottages" that cost more than dust out of my eyes and trotted back Mother That fortune-telle- r
in Albuquerque since club?"
his
headquarters
twice' that sum. There are residences to position I felt at home. I wasn't ex- that she's going to marry a tall, hand"You have some excellent material
his marriage recently, has removed
in various cities known merely aa cited nor elated, but the confidence some, dark nobleman.
in it. How do you manage to secure
Las
to
Vegas.
whose cost was that had carried me thourli the minor Neighbor Well, ain't that a good
"number
such good players?"
One of our millionaires re- leagues came back with s rush and all fortune?
double.
"We pattern after the baseball peotw0
J.
R.
Lowe
tacn
has
Engineer
Mother You'd think so; but now months' leave of absence. He left ple and maintain an efficient sciiit."
cently built what he called a "hut" fear was prone. I was a hi? leaguer
as a shooting p'lace at a cost, of
at the thought of some time
and knew it. The next t'nrc at bat I she's broken-hearteago for Canada, where be
We do not run much on "cas- .i'cwded the plate, jockeyed with the givin up the ugly, little, sawed-of- f
will visit relatives.
tles" In this country, but we have pitcher, and watched. He whipped a sandy-haireOnly twelve months subscription,
bricklayer she's lit love
f.mnKulows and villas and mansions curve inside tlio. plate. I pretended to
then think of the fun you'll have.
Alexander
Wlnstead
and
Engineers
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BELIEF
EVANGELIST RUNYAN DELIVERS
STRONG PLEA FOR PRACTICAL CHRISITIANITY
.

"The Healing Habit." This was
the theme of the preacher 'last nignt
at the First Baptist church. A goodl.f
audience listened with earnest attention as the speaker dwelt upon the
necessity of. decision in the matter
of belief and mode
of life." He
brought proof from nature and from
human experience to show the folly
of those who may doubt the existence
toff
a supreme Intelligence iand an
omnipotent force in the universe. All
were urged to reject any theory of
life that would 'lead them to follow
mere inclination in the purauit of
objects pertaining only to the brief
existence on the eartn.
With such a course of living was
contrasted the better way of duty
guided by conscience and Inspired by
a vision of the immeasurably greater
life of the future state.
The text itself was "How Long
Half Ye Between Two Opinions V
and was taken from Elijah's challenge
to the prophets of Baal to go up to
Mt. Carme'i and determine by a test
who was true to God. After vividly
portraying the scene Evangelist Run-ya- n
asked three questions, how long
can you halt? how long should you,
halt? and how long wi'il you halt?
The speaker declared that there is
a wide difference between may and
can as he learned through an amusing Incident back in his boyhood days
in the country schoo'i. How one becomes less and less inclined to give
attention to the soul, and the spiritual element of one's being become
hardened was made very clear.
A newspaper account of Mr. Run-yansermons is almost impossible
for the earnestness with which he
pours them out into hearts of his
audience cannot be put in cold type.
The appeal for deciding now for the
Christian life was made human and
tender by an incident recounted to
show how the speaker's mother had
prepared a beautiful cake in anticipation of hi3 home coming when he
supposed he was making his visit a
'
complete surprise. By his great
and1
his pathos
earnestness, his humor
Evangelist Runyan frequently moves
his audience from laughter to tears
but he never loses sight of his supreme mission which is to turn men
from sin to righteousness.
Spirited singing by a large chorus
choir added much to the effectiveness
of the meeting last night. These
meetings will continue every night
this week in the Baptist church. The
theme for thla evening is "An Ancient
Tragedy Modernized."

day's close. Steel, Reading, Union Pacific and Amalgamated showed small
net gains. London sold stocks here,
chiefly Steel Union. Pacific and Canadian Pacific.
Berlin made direct sales of Canadian
Pacific. Weakness in the Harriman
stocks was said to bu due to the closing out of one or more loans by local
banks. It was pointed out that, with
the approach of the crop moving season and its heavy demand for funds,
banks might be expected to show increasing' discrimination. Bonds were
steady;
Trading fell off materially during
the noon hour, but the active list lost
none of its firm undertone, while some
slight recovery was made in the Petroleum shares.
A reactionary tendency developed
in the late trading and although there
was no heavy selling, the leaders made
new Iqw prices for the day. The Petroleum stocks again sold off, California Petroleum dropped i
to 22
and the prefered fell 6 points to 52.
The market closed heavy. Traders
gave up efforts to arouse the market
from the dull condition into which it
fell in the afternoon, and no important
changes were effected in the final
dealings. Union Pacific was under
pressure towards the close and declined a point. American Smelting fell

m.

The last sales sales were:
Amalgamated Copper
Sugar
'.
Atchison
Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

'

96
107
158
91
146V8
53
106

CHICAGO BOARD OF, TRADE
Chicago, July 17. Unseasonable cold

in the Canadian northwest rallied
wheat prices today after a little weakness at the outset. The easy feeling
early was due to unresponsive cables
and to fine weather in the Dakotas
and Minnesota. As a rule, pit traders
were bullish. The opening was a
shade to
lower. September, which
to
started at 86 .to 86&T, a loss of
Vt, rose to 87. Liberal receipts tended
later to bring about a reaction. The
close was steady at 86
for Septem-ber- ,
a net loss of .
Corn advanced on account of continued drought and heat southwest and
because' of unfavorable reports from
Argentine. Septeber opened
higher
to 61, touched 61
and then climb-t62. After a little further upturn,
the market fell back owing to
profit taking by longs. The close was
steady with September a shade net
.
higher at 61
Disappointment over threshing returns made oats strong. September
to M up at 39
started
to 39 and
ascended to 39.
Higher prices for hogs lifted provisions. First sales were 5 to 15 higher
with September options as follows:
Pork $21.15; lards $11.75; ribs $11.77
The close was as follows:
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
W'heat, July 86; September 86;
New York, July 17. Although
the December 90.
market showed the effect during most
Corn, July 60 ; September 61;
of the morning of realizing sales and December 58.
lower prices in London, stocks graduOats, July 38; September 39:
ally recovered from their early set- December 41.
'Pr.T.lr TnTr 400.
(t1 or
back.
There was a steady demand
for the leading issues, 'most of the
Lard, July $11.72; Sept. $11.82.
October $11.87; January $10.70.
buying coming from shorts.
By noon the list had worked its wav
Ribs, July $11.80; September $11.90,
back to about on a level with yester- - October $11.07; January $10.15.
's
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Bring this advertisement to our
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' one week vhi
from today and receive,
absolutely free, a regular 10c. card of
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65
109

These popular new Dress-hooare not ordinary hooks and
Will completely overcome
eyes or snaps-t- hey
difficulties.
The free cards are not samples butyour
the same value for
which you would regularly pay 10c.
r
m
offer as we are confident
? falw-fum,,s,,al,ad
will
you
the very thing you have
always
1
.They
??n,e ""Ijuoked or "pop" open accidentally.
hold
securely wal.out huh--e or sap, though you can unhook
They
them with perfect ease. Guaranteed not to rust or crush in
washin?
and ironing, and to out list any garment ; perfectly flat and never
show
Don t neglect tins opportunity to try the Wilson Dress-hook- s
you have seen so widely advertised in the leading maeazines and Ktvl,
books. Used by fashionable women
and endorsed by leading dressmakers. everywhere

innl

""f

T

Cut Out this Advertisement
and present at our Notion Department. Lareo and
small sizes; Gray, Black and White colors. One dozen
on a card. W e ran not give a card to any one who has
received s card flee from any merchant or the Wilson
Dress-hooCo.. Cleveland, O. None Kiven to children
p'!!'pil'!'TTPl

$85.-WI-
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55,57

Pailro.td

Avenue

BACHARACH BROS,

Opposite
Castanedt Motel
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BASEBALL

for

Sig Nahm left this afternoon

Kowe on a short business trip.
Mrs. B. Etnier of Oakland, Calif,
is in Las Vegas for a several days'

Mil

NOW IN FULL

.

while
team,
league

Your Child Csxn Open an Account HERE with SI or More

Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Portland are traveling neck and neck
and at top speed for first honors in
.
.
the pennant race of the Pacific coast
league. 4
. . . OFFICF.If.H
John W. Harris, President
"Scotty" Ingerton, the former Bos i
Geo. H. Hunker. Vice President
Cleofes Romero. Vice President
' Ivo W.
ton .Brave who is now with Louisville,
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Lively, Assistant Secretary
is out of the game for the rest of the
season on account of a broken ankle.
A change of scenery seems to have
helped Pitcher Leon Ames. He is doing much better work for the Cincin-at- i
TODAY'S BASEBALL
Reds than he did while with the
Giants.
The speed of Joe Wood, of the Red
Sox, Is not all confined to his arm.
National League
He is showing up well at bat and on
Chicago at Boston; 2 games; clear.
the bases as well as doing excellent
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn; clear.
pitching.
St. Louis at New York; 2 games;
team
The St. Paul
leads the Ameri
can association both In club batting clear.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia; 2 games,
and club fielding, and yet It is a second division team. The leading Col- clear.
umbus team is fourth in hatting and
American League
fifth in fielding.
at Chicago; clear.
Philadelphia
that
fans
Brooklyn
Cutshaw,
predict
Washington at St. Louis; clear.
of the Superbas, is the coming star
New York at Cleveland; clear.
second sacker on the big beat. From
Boston at Detroit; cloudy.
the work the young man Is doing at
f
station two it would seem that th
American
Association.
a
made
have
Brooklyn fans
goad
Columbus at Milwaukee; clear.
guess.
Toledo at St. Paul; cloudy.
Manager Miller Huggins continue?
Indianapolis at Minneapolis; cloudy.
to play a star game for his St. Louis
Louisville at Kansas City; clear.
Cardinals. Beside hitting for .300 he
Western League
or
is leading the
and Is amcnu
it jr
Hit
No games scheduled.
in the
the dozen leading
National league.

PEOPLES BANK

(Continued from Page One)
Sunday afternoon there will be a regimental parade. Before the encampment is ended the soldiers will be required to don heavy marching equipment and hike to some spot in the
Gallinas canyon where camp will be
pitched for the night. The soldiers
will carry their "dog tents" and complete camping paraphernalia, and will
spend the night in the canyon. This
hike is expected to do the soldiers a
great deal of good, as it will enable
them to gain Valuable experience
such as they would encounter in actual field service.
Adjutant King
said the First regiment band would
likely furnish a concert every evening after supper as soon as the routine is fully begun.
An important feature of the encampment will be the rifle competition at which the members of the
New Mexico team that will take part
in the national shoot ut Camp Perry
will be selected. Under the direction
of Lieutenant Bump, U. S. A., it is
expected that New Mexico will develop an excellent team Lieutenant
Bump, who is an expert marksman,
is giving his time to the New Mexico
guard voluntarily, not having been as.
He Is on
signed to service here.
leave of; absence, but takes a great
Interest in New Mexico military affairs and is willing to give up his
vacation to aid the guardsmen In bemarksmen. Colonel
coming better
Abbott is greatly pleased with the
prospects for a good rifle team. He
said this morning, however, that it
would require a few days to get the
range in condition, owing to the depon the
redations of trespassers
grounds. Colonel Abbott says many
of the targets have been wantonly
destroyed. The New Mexico team,
which will be picked during the en
campment, will remain here after the
other troops depart, practicing under
the direction of Lieutenant Bump.
For today Captain Phillip E. Des- sauer of Company A, Las Cruces,
was officer of the day, while lieuteenant Baker of the same company,
was officer of the guard. The com
pany system of guard duty has been
adopted this year. It was in vogue
two years ago at the encampment
and proved quite successful.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes, in
command of the military forces of
New Mexico, will not arrive here
for several days, having been detain
ed at Santa Fe by office work. The
Optic expects to keep the puhlio informed on the doing at the camp, all
the officers having promised to lend'
every assistance in providing accurate Information regarding the maneuvers,

In last night for a few days' visit regular army officer, First Lieutenant
with friends in Las Vegas.
A. L. Bump having been assigned to
George K. Baum of Kansas City, act as Instruction officer during the
Mo., is here for a visit with his
encampment, and the state practice
Mrs. Gilbert E. Rosenwa'id.
of the team, which will follow the
Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Kaser'have re- maneuvers how in progress at Camp
turned from Santa Fe where they McDona'id, north of Las Vegas,
have been for the past few days.
Lieutenant Bump is one of the ofMiss Edith Kingsley of Denver is in ficers of, the Twentyfifth United
town visiting friends. Miss Kingsley States infantry, now etatloned at Honis a former resident of Las Vegas.
olulu. He 'has had 15 years service
H. W. Kelly came in last night in the army, being commissioned from
from Santa Fe where he has been a the ranks. Lieutenant Bump was a
business visitor for the past few days. member of the national rifle team in
In 1905 and1
Mrs. R. Studehaker has returned 1905, 1907 and 1911.
from Springer where she has been vis- 1907 he won second place. In the
iting relatives for the past few days. Atlantio division Lieutenant Bump
,
Mrs. C. Chance and son left last won ninth place.
Lieutenant Bump has a warm spot
night for Topeka, Kan., where they
will vis't relatives for the next month. In his heart for Las Vegas, as it was
Mr. and Mrs". C. P. Dunn of Gascon in this city that he enlisted in the
came in today for a few days' visit-wit- military service. He went from here
relatives and friends in Las Ve- to Santa Fe, and later was moved
about several times. He became a
gas.
soldier in 1S98. Lieutenant Bump is
of
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Davis. Sr..
on a furlough, but is devoting his
visitare
town
in
Middletown, Conn.,
to the interest of better markstime
in
this
B.
S.
Davis,
son,
their
Jr.,
ing
manship
by the New Mexico Natlona'i
city
The men are enthusiasMr. and Mrs. W. J. Gamice of guardsmen.,
the assistance of so
tic
upon
having
Needles, Ariz.,' were visitors in Las
and so expert
officer
an
known
well
eastern
to
on
their way
Vegas today
a marksman, as their coach.
points.
Max Nordhaus of Albuquerque is in
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hill of Longmont,
town, spending a few days with his
were visitors In Las Vegas toColo.,
family at his summer home at Trout
day.
Springs.
Chris Goke left this morning for his
W. J. Vanar and J. W. Madison of
at Gallinas Springs. He has
ranch
Corbin, Kan., came in last night and
town for a few days on busiin
been
Bev-ewill be visitors in Las Vegas for
ness.
days.
old acquaintances.
Mrs. A. Baker came in this after- renewing
Mrs. Bessie Etnier of Oakland, Cal.,
noon from her home In Albuquerque
Is in town for a few days on busifor a few days' visit with friends in
ness. Mrs. Etnier is stopping at the
this city.
La Pension.
Mrs. J. Parker left this afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Garrlott of
for Minnesota where she will visit In
Needles, Cal.' are in town' for a few
several towns. Mrs. Parker is on a
Mr.
days, en route to Arkansas.
visit to relatives.
Garrlott lived here as a hoy and is
Mrs. W. W. Daley, accompanied by
R. J. Snowden, special officer for
her daughter, Ruth, came in this af the Santa Fe Railway company with
ternoon from Chicago for a visit with
headquarters at La Junta, came In
Mrs. F. J. Wesner.
last night from Faywood Springs,
O. F. Zottmann of Denver is In town
where he has been on a vacation He
in the interests of the Baldwin Piano
is on his way home to La Junta.
company. Mr. Zottman will leave to
Captain Harvey M. Shields of the
night for Albuquerque.
First infantry "of the National Guard
Mrs. Oscar Lindberg and son will of New Mexico came in last
night
leave tonight for St. Louis, where from his home at Dawson to attend
they will visit relatives.' They will the meeting of the state militia here.
be gone for the next month.
Captain Shields Is chaplain of the regl
Mayor and Mrs. R. J. Taupert re ment.
He Is a resident of Dawson
turned this afternoon from Colorado and a commissioner of Colfax county,
where they have been for the past
NOTICE.
two weeks on their wedding trip.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
J. S. Morrison of Albuquerque Is in MISS KELLY GETS AN
club has leased the La Jara and Tip
town establishing an agency for the
lakes, which are the two northernHupmobile. Mr. Morrison has sold
IMPORTANT POSITION most of th group of KroenlgB lakes
one car and looks for more sales.
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
Cecllio Rosenwald left today for Al
person will be allowed o hunt or
buquerque on a short business trip SHE IS SELECTED AS DEPUTY fish upon this property except memMr. Rosenwald will stop at several
bers of the club, and all persons goTREASURER TO SUCCEED
places between here and Albuquerque.
ing there must be prepared to show
ROBERT L, M. ROSS
Mrs. Barbara Conrad, who has been
a membership card in this organizain the employ of Charles Rosenthal for
Otherwise they will be arrestMiss Madeline Kelly, who haB been tion.
the past two months, left last night employed for three years in the of- ed for trespassing.
for Sheridan, Wyoming, where she fice of County Treasurer
THE LA JARA HUNTING
Eugenio
will reside.
...
AND FISHING CLUB.
Romero, has been selected by him as
Mrs. William Klingheil of Chicago the successor of Robert I M. Ross,
came In today and will spend the next who recently resigned as deputy
NOTICE.
month .visiting with friends in this treasurer. Miss Kelly has had ample
The Deep Lake Hunting and FishMrs.
MosierIs
with
She
an
busi
is
excellent
ity.
staying
experience and
club has leased the lake known
man at present.
ness woman. Tne news of her ap- ing
as the Deep lake, which is located'
Mrs. Augustau Schultz of Clovis is pointment will be received with pleasthe La Jara lake of this
in town visiting friends. Mrs. Schultz ure by hed many friends among the south of
of Kroenig's lakes of the ,Ten
group
'Las"
.
",.
,1s a former resident of
vegas,' paSrons of the office.
Lakes Land company. No person will
having lived here many years before
be allowed to hunt or 'fish upon this
J
'
'
MURDERER IS CAUGHT
.'
going to Clovis."
,
except members of the club,
property
Clinton, Ind., July 17. J. W. H.
Captain 'William' H. OLloyd' came ,in
and all persons going there must be
this afternoon from his" home in San Glover, colored. Troop D, Ninth cav
to show a membership car
ta Fe and will be here during the alry, last night captured William prepared
in this organization. Otherwise they
state militia encampment. Captain Jackson, alleged murderer and de- will be arrested for trespassing.
serter, near here. G'iover asserts THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
Lloyd is of the medical corps.
Mrs. Frank Carroon and children Jackson killed two officers and1 es
FISHING CLUB.
will leave tonight for Mrs. Carroon's caped from near El Paso, Tex. Glover
old home at Edwardsport, Indiana, wi'il return his prtoorer to Jefferson
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
where they will spend the next two Barracks, Mo., near St. Louis.
Kansas City, July 17. Hogs, re
months, with friends and relatives.
ceipts 5,000. Market 5 to 10 cents high-ers- .
Alimony is the battle cry of free
A party of tourists
of
Bulk $99.10; heavy $99.05;
consisting
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Hill and son, dom.
packers and butchers $99.10; lights
Paul, and Cory Judeveria, of Long- $99.15; pigs ?7.758.50.
mont, Colo., passed through here this
The previously accepted lover was
Cattle, receipts 5,000. Market steady.
infuriated when one evening he called Prime fed steers ?8.508.90; dressmorning on their way to Santa Fe.
A. W. Wiest and party, consisting on "the only girl" and was informed ed beef steers
?7.508.50; western
of Mrs. S. Vorenberg, Bliss Emma
by her that their engagement was at steers $6.508.40; southern steers
and Miss Carrie Turner, came an end.
$5.G07.75; cows $4.257; heifers
in today in Mr. Wiest's car from Wag"If you insist, Grace Cheever, on $6.508.65; stackers and feeders $5
on Mound for a few days' visit In this breaking our engagement, I will pub7.80; bulls $57; calves $69.50.
city.
lish in the Oakdale Times the letters
Sheep, receipts 4,000. Market steaJ. M. Kouns, the general superin- you have written me."
dy to 10 cents lower. Lambs $78. 25;
tendent of the southern division of the
"As you please," she replied indif yearlings
$56; wethers $4.255;
Santa Fe, will arrive tonight in his ferently, toying with her bracelet. ewes
$3.754.60; stockers and feedprivate car and will spend tomorrow There Is nothing about those letters ers $2. 75 4. 25.
I need be ashamed of -- except the
morning inspecting the yards and
Subscribe for The Optic.
sis-le- r,

Your child should be taught to save the pennies now. The dollars will then be
properly
taken care of in after years.

list of

heavers.

Tisit,
Miss Lillian Calhoun left today for
REGULAR ARMY OFFICER WILL
a. tour of Iowa where she will visit
GIVE HIS ASSISTANCE TO
friends and relatives.
NEW MEXICO TEAM
reMr. and Mrs. W. A. Hasty have
moved from Rowe to Las Vegas. They
The members of the First infantry,
have not located as yet.
New Mexico National guard, who inA. E. Wright of La' Junta, Colo., tend trying for a position on the state
came in last night for a few days' rifle team which will compete in the
business Visit in this city. .
national shoot at Camp Perry, will
Mrs. Augusta Schultz of Clovis came have the assistance and adviee of a

,'

Christy Mathewson tops the
pitchers in the National league,
Boehling, of the Washington
leads among the American

Mi I NO

YOUR CHILD

NOTE&.

'

TO COACH THE

FIVE

-

& TRUST CO.

CAPITAL

112,000.00

...

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

.

run-gette-

base-stealer- s

YESTERDAY'S

CUTLER
FOR

BASEBALL

IS EASY

'ill.

MORRIS

OKLAHOMA FIGHTER PUTS JOHNSON'S SPARRING PARTNER
AWAY EASILY

National League
At New York New. York, 5; Cincinnati, 3.
At Boston Pittsburgh, 3; Boston, 1.
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 4;
St. Louis, 3.
At Brooklyn
3.

Gross,. Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

4; Chicago,

Brooklyn,

.

American League
Clovis, N. M., July 17 It took Carl
ChiAt Chicago Philadelphia,
Morris, the Oklahoma white hope and
erstwhile contender for the heavy- cago,
New
At Cleveland Cleveland,
weight
championship, less than two
'
York,
rounds last night to stop Marty Cutler,
At St. Louis Washington, 3; St.
of Chicago, in a boxing bout scheduled
for ten rounds. Morris assumed the Louis, 2.
At Detroit Boston, 7; Detroit, 4.
aggressive from the start and never
to
his
hit
an
Cutler
opportunity
gave
Western League
stride. A left hook to the jaw, fol
0--5.

At
lowed by a smashing right to the nose
sent Cutler down for the count when
At
the second round was less than half
At
over. The bout, which was precedes
by two fast preliminaries, was witness 3.
At
ed by nearly two thousand fans. It
was staged in an open air arena. '."
l.

Denver Denver,

10-4-

St. Joseph,

;

."v:

-

4--1.

REAL BATTLE WILL

"

,

Topeka Topeka 2; Omaha, 1.
Lincoln Des Moines, 9; Lincoln,
Wichita

Wichita, 4; Sioux City,
'

':

':.

-

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

i

.

,

.

-

'

OCCUR TI11SDAY

National League

YOAKUM AND Philadelphia
BOUT BETWEEN
NEWMAN EXPECTED TO BE
Chicago .
HOTLY CONTESTED
Pittsburgh

,..'

Brooklyn

Much interest is being taken in the Boston
coming bout to be fought In the Dun St. Louis
can opera house on Thursday evening Cincinnati

between Louis Newman and
July
Stanley Yoakum. With practically two
victories over Newman, Yoakum is a
general favorite, while Newman still
claims a large following among local
fans. In the last battle that was
fought between Newman and Yoakum
in Albuquerque several months ago,
Yoakum, Inside of 15 rounds stopped
the local lad when the referee ran?
down the curtain. At the starting of
the fifteenth round of this battle New
man was in a demolished condition.
hut. held up through the round. In the
next Yoakum started out at a furious
pace and then it was necessary that
the referee stop the fight and proclaim
the "Iron Man" the victor.
The point that Newman's admirevs
r
hold now is that Yoakum can not
the goods in 10 rounds as he did
in his last battle with Newman which
was scheduled to go 20 rounds, and
that Newman is greatly improved
Yoakum, however has made state
ment to the effect that he has improved 50 per cent since his last battle
with Newman and if this is the case
it is certain that Newman will have
a stiff battle on his hands on next
Thursday
promoter,
0'MaIley tne
has made arrangements to place the
seals on sale this week, and a heavy
advance 'reservation is anticipated..
The preliminary bouts will be the
fast est that have ever teen fought
here. It is rossi')le t,lat one of tRG
Albuouerqiie comers in the bantamwill bo brought here
weight division
to fight a local boy, while the
will be stased h? two- of the
best boxers in the state.
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39
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39
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49

31

52

Won

Club
New York

Pet.
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.692

.513
.487
.430
.395
.373

24,

night-Charle-

somi-wlndu- p

American League
Won Lost
24
59
Philadelphia
34
51
Cleveland
47
37
Washington.
40
43
Chicago
41
40
Boston
54
St. Louis
.....36
65
35
Detroit
Club

New

York.....

25

Pet.
.711
,6C0
.5G0

.545
.494
.400
.389

56

.309

Lost

Pet.

27

Western ' League
Clu- bDenver
Des Moines

,

Won
.59

...47

39

.686
.547

Lincoln
St. Joseph

46
45

42
41

.523
.523

44

,42

Topeka

48

Sioux City

35
34

.512
.422

52

.395

Wichita

35

54

.393

Omaha

Delicious Coffee
Good coffee helps a whole lot in

starting

the day right. Why not send your husband off smiling to withstand the fret and
fatigue of a hot day at the office? The best
assurance of delxious coffee is to make it
in ideal fashion in an Electric Percolator.
An Electric Percolator is the most convenient way, too, because you can use it right
at the breakfast table. If your home is
wired for Electric Light and you have not
an Electric Percolator, you are overlooking
a decided convenience that you and your
'
family are bound to appreciate.

An Electric Percolator is Quick

and Economical
The operation of an Electric Percolator is
very simple. All you have to do is to put
water into the pot, the coffee into the
con-taine-

4- -

FIGHTS

FOR TONIGHT

4--

Jeff O'Connoll vs. Freddie Enck,
rounds, at Aurora, 111.

r,

and turn on the current. Percolation commences in less than one minute

C

Peck You will never get the dog
to mind you, my dear.
Mrs. Peek I will with patience. You
were just as troublesome yourself at
first.
First Small Boy Let's play at killing people.
Second Small Boy All right. What-'1we be?
Gunmen, Indian chiefs,
statesmen or surgeons?

and the coffee is made without boiling
hence, delicious coffee without injurious
ty
of construction
elements. Its
and rapid heating qualities make it especially desirable.
yim-iici-

The Las

Vcas

Light & Power

Comnanv

FM.0 US

held up other articles the man below .after I had solved his illusion, "but
saw them and whispered to Hatdee they can't see 30 or 40 because they
uli the speaking tube which ended blend in the background."
Which is true. And that was his
ai the sofa 'Martinka will show you
whole secret. Behind his couch was
the tubed sofa any day. Nothing
a striped background in which the
about that!
Now something even more mystify- wires blended perfectly. Hidden in
ing reading from a book held by one the soft cushioning of the couch was
a finely made steel harness to which
of the audience. I remember well

FEATS OF

ili-r-

'

I
If

JULY 17, 1913.
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wu-deru-

ARE

I AGIC

EXPOSED

l

slender wires. These
Heller used "Helen's Babies," then were fastened
the ceiling from the
went
through
up
of
the day.
the book
THAT MYSTIFIED
STUNTS
THE
"Won't you be so good as to cut the S bar back of the harness, connecting
PUBLIC
FOR YEARS
ARE
kaves?" he would ask of some well with a windlass behind the scenes, by
EXPLAINED BY MASTER
known person in the "orchestra, hand- which the subject was raised and lowered at will. The S bar is always a
ing him an ivory paper cutter.
cut
R.
M.
In
the
D.
the
prime necessity in any levitation act'
Ellison,
The obliging person slipped
(By Saram
New York World.)
ter between the leaves while Heller because it enables the operator to step
No feat of magic, no Bleight of haud, smiled and murmured "Thank yoi" behind the subject or pass a hoop eom- no illusion before or since, ever at-"Just to show you there isn't anyjpletely around the body.
Wacted the attention that Heller's collusion." he'd add. turning to some
Now, if the harness was raised by
great "Second Sight" did some thirty 'one else. "I will ask this lady to open the 30 wires the woman, in it would
odd years ago. In a word, that gifted! the book where the gentleman pvit the tip forward the moment her body left
entertainer went about freely among paper cutter and fol'ow Mis Haidee the couch. So there is a counterbalance running beneath the stage by 13
hls audience while his beautiful sister as she reads.''
more wires, which keeps the whole
the
Haidee sat on a couch on the stage,
Of course other persons
blindfolded, and read the dates on lady could look over her shoulder. To thing horizontal. The rest is easy.
coins, named objects shown to Heller their blank amazement Haidee would You can't see the wires and there Is
by the audience, repeated passages glibly recite the words in the book be- no hole in the background through
which a steel bar might be poked to
from boobs opened by anyone and did fore thir eyes. Wonderful?
all manner of other mystifying things.
IHelfler merely had support the beautiful lady.
Fiddlesticks!
Ab he stepped
It was certainly amazing!
two paper cutteers.
Kellar had another illusion which
Nothing like "Second Sight" had away from the gentleman who cut
ever been seen before: Plainly there into the book he turned It upside was splendid. He called It "The
were no confederates because Heller down and presented the volume with Blue Room." It was a huge box on
always smilingly asked the best the other paper cutter inserted where the stage something like a square
Haidee bud room. In it the magician took his
f
known people to assist him. Scores he wanted It..
nd ran it right place after a bit of patter and the
of articles were written about his memorized that pa-'light remark, "Now you're going to
eais and many wfcrs the explanations off. So simple!
30
let
l
of
sealed
see yourselves as you'll be in
even
or
which didn't explain. Scientists
So with
reading
n set or steps, aown years."
solved
the
had
Heller
that
had
Heller
ters.
thought
And right in front of you the magi
mystery of thought transference. Non- whin he ran to get among the audisense ! It was nothing but the sim- ence. You didn't notice It, but he nev- cian slowly turned into a skeleton-with- out
the aid of a net!
plest of tricks smoothly turned by that er used one particular step. It was
How? Easiest thing in the world!
made of cardboard and had a little
perfect performer.
You werent looking at Kellar at all,
Most mystifying of all, just as one trap in it.
imagined ho had caught the secret of Heller asked people td write any- but at his image in a very finely made
things Heller would reach the same re- thing they pleased and seal the clips mirror placed diagonally across the
mit in a wholly different way, throw up in envelopea, which he gathered box, as he stood in its side, really out
student of black art In a little box. While doing some of sight. As the mirror was slowly
ing the would-b-e
completely off the track.
thing else he set the box on the steps withdrawn the skeleton behind it
a
Prof.
J.
Francis
in full view. Somebody under the came into view, blending exactly with
Martinka,
Today
retired mnsician, has the sofa in his steps merely extracted the envelopes the outlines of the magician's figure on
New York home on which Mile. Hai- through the false bottom of the box, the silvered glass. Presto, and he
dee used to sit. It was part of the opened thein with a little alcohol and was out of the box, his old self again
It was merely a clever ruse of retrick the best 1 ever saw and one of whispered the answers up the tube to
aloud
what
Kellar carried a mirror 30
flection.
read
she
Haidee. Presto!
the easiest.
Tc begin with, Heller used four dif- was on the slips when the envelopes feet long to do that trick. No magiferent means key words, a confed- were taken out of the box and held up cians do so now because they can't
afford it. Refraction, on the other
erate, sleight of hand and an appar- So simple.
From time immemorial th? raisin? hand, is the principle used in the illu
atus that any boy could make.
In the average audience there arv. of the human body in the air without sion "Galatea," old but 'ever good
certain articles one can always fin- d- support ha3 been the aim of all necro- It depends on the optical law that
programmes, opera glasses, watches, mancers. In India they have tried it when light goes from one medium to
'
handkerchiefs, rings, pins, eyeglasses, for centuries. Ascetics have fasted a heavier one its line is broken, as
,
T.M- t,..!.!.
hava said the;' could from air to water, or from air to glass.
and
Tans,
gloves, cuius,
uuis, viiuii and priyed
Houdini has a fine trick with a milk
cards. Heller and his sister had key do it, but their3 was rough work com- who followed can. You are invited to examine the
Kpllato
of
that
words for all these common things pared
Hi called i,!s can carefully. You see that it is a
;ind hundreds more for less common in Heller's footsteps
cries. An inflection, a word, a pause act "Levitation," and it. was a wonder. good, stout one and that it hasn't a
- a dozen different little
ways Indicat f'.ut so simple, like all the best illus- false bottom. Six stury staples fit on
ed the articuie. But m" as tin aston-'she- ions. A beautifully robed woman en- the cover and you are invited to bring
beholder of the mystery began tered the stage, reclined on a couch, vour own padlocks and keys. Houdini
to think he had the secret Heller was apparently hypnotized and then gets inside and you lock him in sewould
merely pass rapidly about, slowly rose in the air in full view of.curely by means of the padlocks and
touching articles here and there and everybody, assuming any posture the staples, keeping the keys. The can
is hidden for a moment behind a
saying nothing while Haidee just as magician chose to fix her in
Kellar, now retired, was a very 8creen and ah, there you are! Hou- rapidly named them, though blindfolded and with hep back to the audience. clever person. No stage hands were dini is out of his tin prison and the
Easiest of all. Tiey merely had a allowed behind the scenes during his can is still locked up and you have
prearanged list of fi?'ngs to be found act, not even , scene shifters; he the keys.
In any theatre audience and Heller brought his own assistants. He had
This ought to be called a joke, not
touched each In proper sequence-f- an, an employee of the Otis Elevator Com a trick. He doesn't have to pick even
glove, hat, program, eyeglasses, pany working for months contriving one lock, an art at which he is an
locket and what not. You were then an apparatus light enough to take cji adept. The explanation is that while
all off the track if you thought his the road it was a marvel of ingen-jy0have locked the locks you haven't
fine wires, a series of locked the can. There is a collar
spoken words conveyed his meaning uity. Forty-fivto Haidee; yet they did at other
a steel harness, a set of, fitting around the neck and this
times.
weights and a windlass, all of which (holds the staples. When the can is
Concealed behind the stage was a could be packed in two trunks, made hidden Houdini merely shoves the
whole top off, collar and all, gets out,
res) confederate Htninr never stock- up the trick.
"An audience can see one or two j puts back the cover and the can is
ed to one in the audience witb a pow- erful - air of field glasses. Aft Heller single wires," Kellar confessed to me still locked apparently!
Dr. Herman had a fine illusion. "The
Haunted House," that a child could
work. It was a small house set on
stilts so that you see under it. You
could walk through it; there were big
doors in front and back and little
flights of steps led up to them. When
you were satisfied that nobody was in
the house Herman closed the front
door and in a moment a face appeared
at the window and another half peeked
through the door. A third person pop
ped his head out of the chimney and
doors
Dr. Herman threw open the
there were three people
with a baR
inside!
So easy! During the preparations a
Round
tickets will be on sale daily
was let down between the two
mirror
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
and when you- thought you
rear
stilts,
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913
were looking at the back set of steps
you were seeing merely the reflection
of the front ones. The three performers merely got in from behind the mirror as soon as the doors were closed,
that's all. Of course the floor was
covered with the same material as the
back of the stage all illusions depend
on color, reflection or refraction; no
thing else.
'
Easy? To be sure! The best tricks,
of
today or of any day are the sim
plest.
30

'

e

NOTICE OF SALE OF PROPERTY
FOR DELINQUENT TAXES
Notice is hereby given that I, the
undersigned, treasurer and
collector of San Miguel county of the
state of New Mexico, will, on the 4th
day of August, A. D. 1913, at the hour
of 10 o'clock in the forenoon of said
day, at the court house of the county
of San Miguel at Las Vegas, New Mexico, offer for sale separaterly and in
consecutive order each parcel of property upon which any taxes are delinquent as shown by the tax rolls or so
much thereof as may be necessary to
realize the respective amounts due.
Said sale shall continue until not
later than 4 o'clock In the afternoon
of each day and from, day to day at
the same hours for a period of 30
days unless all of said property shall
be sold or the amounts due shall be
paid or realized before the expiration
of said thirty dayB.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Collector,
Treasurer and
San Miguel County, New Mexico.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENTS
cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
nes
All advertisements
charged
be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advince preferred.
Five

by law.
PEARL

Administrator.
tf a substitute Is offered you for
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheaper medicine Is pressed upon you for
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley
Kidney Pills may cost the dealer
more than a cheap substitute, but
thev cive better results than any oth
er kldnev and bladder medicine. Ask
for Fnlev Kidnev Pills. O. G. Schae
fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

HUNKER A HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A H
a

Attorneys-at-L-

Las

Max

New

Vega

DENTIST.
OR.

CALIFORNIA

F.

-

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket office.
D. L. BATCHELOIL,

Agent

DON'T use a cough medicine

taining opium or morphine. They
constipate the bowels and do not
cure, only stifle the cough. Examine
the label and if the medicine contains these harmful opiates refuse it.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
contains no opiates, Is healing and
soothing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drag Store. Adv.

NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN

OF AMERICA

Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at 8 p.
C. H Stewart, Consul; O. Laemmle.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local 0ei
uty. Visiting members are espe
dally welcome and cordially invit-

a

COUN-- '
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
WANTED Competent
stenographer
804.
and
second
Meets
NO.
CIL
and office clerk Answer in own
In O. R. C. Hall,
fourth
Thursday
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem-

LOCAL TIME CARD

bers are cordially invited. Richard
Devlne, O. K.; JTrank AngeL T. 8.

SALE Dining table, chairs, EL
rocker and ladies' writing desk. See
A-CT- V
or address Mrs. F. England, 1901
Eighth street.

FOR

u

FOR SALE

Fresh milch cow. J.
Detterick, Phone Purple 5353.

LODGE

"v

NO.

I

KNIGHT8 OF F-THIA8 Meets ev

EAST BOUND

epar
1:15 a.

Arrive
No. 2.. . :10 p
No 4.. .11:05 p
2:05 a.
No. 8.
1:45 p.
No. 19.,

m
m.
m..
m..

11:05 p.

HERMAN

N. O.

429 GRAND AVE.

For YOU!

A

FOR RENT Seven room uouse and
large barn. Mrs. Roman Moya.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

Mi

-- if you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It

-

FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnish
ed house, modern conveniences, 920

176.

Lost

Made
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

-

SILVER

GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob- tained in this city from

ALL GROCERY

r

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

1200 Lincoln- Ave

Phone Main 227

-

Between Schaefer's drug store
and telephone office, pearl ear ring.
Return to 722 Fifth street and receive reward.

LOST

-

-- RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dsiivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

.20c per 100
,

..........

lb.

per 100 Ibt.
30c per 100 Ibt.
40c per 100 Ibt.
50c per 100 Ibt.
25c

AGUA PURA COMPANY

LOST

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity a
Made Las Vegas Famous.

lasting Qualities ot Which Have
OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Return to

Turquoise matrix.

Optic office.

is.

by GER-

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or derms of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Cheap, seven room stone
house at 16 Grand avenue. Cali
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main

way wnen you
learn how Much

Better EMPRESS

6:15 a.
4:30 p.
7:00 p

FOR RENT

giving you
a present for do

something
do
'd
you
ny

I

Eighth street.

FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
houses on Eleventh street. Call 30
Eleventh or Phone Main 178.

"s

FLOUR realb

1026

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Mil. Phone Purple 5301.

ing

So

Apply

1:45 p.

CRYSTAL iCE

For Rent

Gallinas.

2:10
2:1

ery Monday even

Ing in Castle Hall

AND

SIGN PAINTING

FRENCH- con-

CHAPTER

WEST BOUND
No. 1... 1:20 p. m...
Knight,
Visiting
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
ere cordially lnvlt No. 8... 6:10 a. m...
General
Hair and Beau
Massage,
tfi. Chas Llebace No. 7... 4:20 p. m...
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manlcur
... 6:35 p. m...
Chancellor No.
ner.
FOR SALE Two cows, one fresh.
Plaza Hotel.
Commander. Harry
523 Sixth Btreet. W. F. White.
Call
Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. n
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Subscribe for The Optic.
FOR SALE Our automobi'ie, fully Seal.
equipped, many extras; ?500. Agua
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
Pura Co.

trip

Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
$77.50
72.50
Special dates, shorter limit -

1.

Meeta first and turd Friday,
at 7:10 P. m. In Maaonio Temple,
Mrs, J. O. Ratledge, Wortay Matron; Mn. Acnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main

For Sate

Professional Health Culture for Ladi

aies

$48.50
43.50
$55.00
50.00

F.tLAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All rist
ing brethren cordially ln"lted to at
tend. F. D. Fries, N. C: Ons
Lehman, V. O.; T. M. El wood
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.

I. O. O.

CHAPTER NO. I, ROYMASONS Regular oon
vocation first Monday In

Saleslady ; one who can
play piano preferred. .Address, In FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Mena every Monday night at
own handwriting. Box 48, East Las
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglai avenue,at
ed.
Vegas, N. M.
are
? o'clock.
Visiting
cordially welcome. J. C. Werts, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURWANTED Girl for genera! houseITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W.
president; J. T. Buhlar secretary;
work. 1102 Eighth street Phone
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
O.
W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
202.
Vegas
and third Mondays of each month,
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knlghta and LaWANTED Woman to assist in caring B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
dies always welcome. O. L. Flers-ma-n
for an invalid. Mrs. Tipton, 1100
on
Ninth
home
.treft
Elks
month
President; A. D. Tillman, Fin
Seventh street.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersarancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
cordially Invited. Gov. Wm.
WANTED Reliable girl of good modeputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.
J. Mills. Hxalted Ruler; D. W. ConMontague, assistant deputy, 1011
rals for housework. No other need
don,
Secretary.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
1054
Seventh street.
apply.

HUXMANN

B.

Dental work of any desrripni.
moderate prices.
Room
Center Block. Tel. Mali
East Las Vegas, N M

NORTHWEST

Los Angeles or San Diego

Reg-jiSl-

Sw

Wanted

Dentist

ummer end
LA cursion

first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. Z, Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave sec. d Tuee- - o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers an
r-- "'
Isaac AppeV,
day In each month at Ma
cordially Invited.
sonic Temple at 7:J8 fl. m. Q. u.
President; Charles Greenclay, See
KlnkeL B. C; Chas. Tamme,
retary.

RANSFORD
ft.

Ml

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every

e

ATTORNEYS

'

Snecial

J

a
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN

Meets secend aai
Thursday evening
mi

mouth at W. O. W. Hall. VUiOai
brothers cordially invited. Howard
J. Thornhill
T. Davis, Dictator;
Secretary.

each month at Masonic
Temple at T:t p. m. H.
Hubbard, H. P.; T. O.
Blood, Secretary.

u

J

fourth

WANTED

MARY RHODES,

e

sm-ine-

W. M

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In
each month. Tinting
brothers cordially
Wm. P. Mills,
IL 8 .van Patten, Secretary.

LAS VEGA9
AL ARCH

the undersigned was appointed on the
24th day of June, A. D. 1913, executor
of the estate of Josephine Rawlins,
deceased, and all persons having
claims against the estate of said Josephine Rawlins, deceased, will present
the same within the time prescribed

AND CAFE

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. o. O. MOOSE
A.

COLUMN
TOR

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

MIT
RATES

LOBBY

8HORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that Pearl Mary Rhodes

--

d

75he

Between Columbia avenue and
sanitarium, silver link bracelet with
turquoise sets. Leave at Optic office
and receive reward.

LOST

RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART
Don't overlook, the grave fact that
rheumatism easily "settles in the
heart," and disturbs the valvular ac
tion. The cure consists in removing
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
up

and strengthen the kidneys that

they keep the blood free of poisons
and uric acid crystals, that cause rheu
matism, swollen joints, backache, uri
nary irregularities and disturbed heart
action.
Try them. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

ClasslRe4 ad, search out the people to w&om among al
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST ,o someoa
ads. In this newspaper and woald sever hear ti
who reads-thyour property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ans ver ads. In this newspaper wait (u
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machlxery
and furniture, articles of sselulness of any sort, and musical

for

As the classified ads. are read by aU possible buys: a, of all
sible sorts of things, they save come to be finders of the best
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vith Btua Ribbon,

i.like no other.
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHLEE

pos-
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Pass Without Getting

If You Let This Opportunity
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LOTS OF

PERFECTLY

of
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EXERCISE

Who Wants Roller Skates When He Can Lead the Race on a

'

GO-CYCL-

E

INVITED
YOU ARE
ride
one

o

too. And we will give you all the subscription blanks
on
to call at the Optic office and see them. You may
you need and tell you just how to earn the GO CYCLE for your VERY OWN

Q

ALL ABOARD!
A

Please enter my subscription to the
for which I
Las Vegas Optic for

o
o
o
o
o
o
n
o
o
o
C)
o
o
o
o

agree

to pay

Go-Cycl- e.

.

$7.80
subscriber for 1 year at
$3.90
2 subscribers for 6 months at
3 subscribers for 4 months at.. .,$2.60
4 subscribers for 3 months at
$1.95
$1.30
6 subscribers for 2 months at
65c
12 subscribers for 1 month at
1

be
gtvtn absolutely free to
to

Nunc of bey or girl

()
()
()
()
()
()

Please enter my subscription to the
Las Vegas Optic for ,yZZ for which I
agree to pay in advance S

fog

title you to a

in advance $

Address
le

of the follov

COMBINATION

orders amounting to twelve
months subscription for $7.80 will en-

Name

Go-Cyc-

NY
l

Name

Address
Go-Cyc-

to be

le

given absolutely free to

o
o
o
o
o
C)
()

They Don't Cost Youa Cent. Just Get Us Twelve Months Subscription Then

o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
oo

HEALTHFUL

F
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o
O
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Name ol boy ot girl
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DICE FOR

LOCAL NLWS

HOW ABOUT

Light automobile lamps at

Mrs. Pearl Scott was indisposed and
unable to be at her work, this morning
at the Baily curio store.
W. J. Christian has entered the
ploy of Buhler's barber shop where
he will be for the next month or two.
em-

marriage license was issued yesterday afternoon at the court house
to Julianita Lijan, agel 17, and Ole- -

Stearns Store

A

Have you tried a
They
are easy to run and heaps of fun. If
you don't believe us come down to
the Optic and try them.

YOU CAN GET
ICE COLD BUTTERHILK
AT THE CREAMERY ,
ANYTIME - 15c GALLON
imaiavA"

17

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Om IV. Q ON D ON

THE BREAKFAST
will always be a success if you serve Chase

Sxinobrn's

SEAL BRAND COFFEE
Any food testes good witn it

STORE

Sole Agents for Las Vegas, N. M.
The IlGine of the Best of Everything Eatable

REGENTS

F

iUISt

SALARY

NORMAL PRESIDENT

WORK OF DR. ROBERTS IN RAISING STANDARD OF SCHOOL
IS APPRECIATED

The board of regents thoroughly appreciates the work done by Dr. Roberts and this appreciation was weli
shpwn by the voting of the increase
of salary. Other general and rou
tine business was disposed of at the
meeting last night All members of
the board were present.

At a meeting of the board of regents' o the New Mexico Normal University last night, it was decided to

increase the salary of the president
of the Normal, Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, $500 a year, making the stlvend
$3,500 per year. This increase was
given in appreciation of the valuable
cervices that have been rendered by
Dr. Roberts and was almost unanimously accepted by the board whe.n
trought up for discussion last right.
Dr. Rcvif'ta has been the president
of the Xorml University for the past
three years and during that time has
built up that institution to a poin
where it has never stood before in its
"
When Dr. Roberts
took
history.
charge of the Normal that institution
was in perhaps the lowest stage of
its existence. The student body had
decreased in numbers and the school's
position in the state was not enviable.
In membership work, Dr. Roberts
has excelled, bringing up the enrollment to over three times the former
The general spirit of tlv
Dumber.
ch'M lias improved.

GOVERNO

1 U IT
want

--

GOODS

8

J.

$9.65

C. JOHNSEN & SON

"COMPLETE

Porch Furniture

FURNISHERS OF THE HOME"

Porch Swings and Hammocks,
off for this week.
5

Dressers and Chiffoniers
1

tie

5

Jefferson Raynolds", President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke Assistant Cashier.

off for this jreek

ram
Y. M. C. A.

Opposite

FIRST NATIONAL BAM
OF LAS VEGAS.

Capital,

flOO.000

N

M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits 35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scoe of Good Bankiurj.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

r3

T

FULLY EfJUIPPFO AT YOUR 000R

$1,050

I

Pc&4:rClj!rs
OVERLAND M0DF.l.

59T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas Aotornobile
Phone Main 344.
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Fowler Preps
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AUTO DELIVERY WAGQU

S3

Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
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3 BAKERY

our name stands for reli
fair
ability,
dealing and reasonable prices.
The public knows this, and as a result our business grows
fast. A good name is better than riches.

posts this

this week, stated that the roads be- same.
tween here and Watrous could be put
WM. NAEGLIN, Cherryvale, N. M
in first class condition at a small cost
This would do away with the knocking
It's time to get busy if you want
by the tourists.
a
We have a lot o subblanks at the Optic office.
scription
J. T. Buhler, the barber, has opened
Come in and ask for them.
a shop on the rifle range and is doing
a flourishing business among the of
ficers and men that are stationed on
Secretaries Stark of the Commerthe range. The shop is in charge of cial club and Shillinglaw of the Business Men's association this morning
Root Wadsworth.
secured the consent of practically
The Greater Las Vegas band will every business house in Las Vegas
give Its regular concert tonight in the to' close their stores on Friday,. July
Plaza park. A large crowd was at 5, Governor's Day. It is planned to
the concert last night in Hillsite park. make,, the occasion a half holiday,
The new pieces the band played were permitting, the people to visit the engood and were highly appreciated by campment during the review of the
troops by Governor William C.
the audience.

M

Furniture Business

Brass Beds

Miss Ruth Schlott underwent an
STRAYED OR STOLEN
for
this
On
morning
July
5th, 1913. One gay mare
operation
appendictis
at the Las Vegas hospital. The latest about 12 years old, weighs about 900
reports are that she is doing nicely. lbs., branded on the left hip NW, on
left shoulder N. One gray horse about
F M. Lyon, who has been residing 9 years old, weighs about 900 lbs.,
in the R. J. Taupert residence for branded on left hip H. One black horse
several months, has removed to the about 9 years old, weighs about 1,200
house on' Main avenue east of La lbs., no brand, white spot in forehead.
Casa de Ramona.
Last seen in Hand's pasture near Azul
Suitable reward will be given for inforDr. Brown of Springer, who in town mation leading to the recovery, of

A number of Inebriants got excited
last night at the Buffalo beer hall on
the plaza and engaged in a fight with
the bartender. The disturbance was
stopped before great .damage had
been wrought upon the bar fixtures
or the participants. West Las Vegas
policemen stopped the bout.

In the

lowed.

The regular meeting of the Royal
Neighbors of America has been post- later.
Two years ago, during the encampponed from tomorrow evening to next
of the guard here, the dance
ment
Friday evening.
the officers by the Commerfor
given
The students of the New Mexico cial club was a highly enjoyable .afNormal University Bummer school will fair. Everybody is looking forward
to the social doings during the stay
entertain in honor of the faculty
of the mi'iltla here with anticipation
Normal.
at
the
night
Las Vegas
for many good times.
club are anxious
Commercial
the
and
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to make the governor and the guardsmen feel that their presence here is
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Adv. appreciated.

Howard Simpkins is the official
sutler for the encampment of the miliTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
tia on the rifle range. He has established himself in a substantial stand FOR RENT Furnished rooms, 217
just outside the picket lines and is
Railroad avenue; railroad men prebusiness in "hot
ferred. Mrs. G. E. Rusby.
doing a rushing
dogs," ice cream, soda pop, and other
hot weather delicacies.

to gain a good name as a
bad one when you place
yourself before the public.
Competitors cannot hurt a
good name, and it is hard
to' change a bad one.
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We Do As We Advertise
We are not afraid of our prices
as everything is marked in
plain figures at the right prices.
A liberal discount for cash al-

All sizes with
week for cash

Tar-

.

1

you to know that
in our ads is the
word
every
truth. We do not exaggerate
or overstate.

Friday of next week has been designated by Adjutant General A. S.
Brookes and Colonel E. C. Abbott as
"Governor's Day." On that occasion
Governor William C. McDonald', accompanied by his staff, will visit the
camp and review the troops. In the
club wi'il
evening the Commercial
give a dance in its handsome quarters
In honor of the governor and the officers of the First infantry, New Mexico National guard. It is likely also
that the executive will be guest of
honor at a military dinner to be served at the camp, if present plans are
carried out.
Secretary W. Hugh Stark of the
Commercial club has set about making plans for the dance and reception.
He intends to make this function a
most brl'iliant one. Las Vegaa society
will turn out in force to meet the
officers and renew acquaintance with
Dethe governor of New Mexico.
tails of the plans will be announced
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(LOOK THEM OVER)

Tomorrow morning at the chapel
THE BEST THAT
exercises of the New Mexico Normal
University, Miss V.ny Ross the ta
CITIZENS TO DISCUSS
lented; reader of the Normal, will read
BE
the famous poem "The Hound of
THE MONTEZUMA OFFE Heaven," of wVeb Mrs. Ida Kruse
McFarland nd Rev. Fether William
PUBLIC MEETING 13 CALLED FOR O'Ryan of Denver ppoke so highly
We
when they visited J os Vegas. The
IN
TOMORROW
EVENING
assemtc
invite.attend
the
public is
COMMERCIAL CLUB ROOM
For the purpose of discussing the bly tomorrow morning.
offer of the Santa Fe railway to deed
J. L. Hart of Raton was brought :n
to the Y. M. C. A. its handsome propin
afternoon from that place where
this
the
at
Las
Hot
erty
Springs,
Vegas
a meeting of the citizens has been he was severely hurt by falling off a
called for tomorrow evening at the scaffold on a bridg6 this morning.
Commercial club rooms by Jefferson Hart and another man were wcrldn r
Raynolds.
Every business and pro- on a bridge on the Santa Fe lines 1 STRAWBERRIES AND
fessional man, lawyers and doctors, when the scaffold broke, dropping
and citizens in general are requested Hart to the ground and badly bruising
I CHERRIES EVERY DAY
to bo present. The matter will be his face and side. No bones were
discussed in detail. The correspond- broken, but he was badly shaken up.
ence leading up to the Santa Fe's of- He was taken to the Sana Fe
fer will be read. It will be shown
that there are no "strings" to the
proposition and it can be handled
"HARVEY'S"
without difficulty from a financial
Famous mountain ranch: 31st sea
standpoint, says Mr. Raynolds.' Everybody Interested in the welfare of son. Old management; oia rates, car
PHONE MAIN 4 and 2
Las Vegas is urgently requested to riage out every Saturday. Leave orbe present.
ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
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quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits Season
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Society Brand,
Style Pius Glolnes

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

$17.50 to $35.00

Sutts

1

SALE

Until Sat. July IQtfi

L
house complete, including a very handsome
maple bed room euit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and
Beat, rugs, chairs, etc.

Furniture of
birds-ey- e

SEE

BFN

f CD. BOUCHER
I

CRO

Kuppenfcelmer,

MADE

are head

-

I
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COMMERCIAL CLUB PLANS BRILLIANT FUNCTION
FOR
FRIDAyY, JULY 15

Sketchley L. Moore has entered the
employ of E. G. Murphey, the

Let Us HLve Your Order

IT IS JUST AS EASY
We

Try a dram ot Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Ad?.

Leather Morris chair, china cabinet, davenport and other furniture.
Mrs. C. M. Bernard.

MflRAAF & HAYVAMCO.

GUARD I

OFFI CEBS AND

8:01

J. R. Harned is able to tie about once
more after his recent illness.

FOE PRESERVING

&

17, 1913.

o'clock this evening.
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GOAL HUB

JULY

1
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The Palace Clo. Co.

Owner leaving city, wishes to sell al'i together if possible.
CALL OR PHONE

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO, A. FLEMING,
Main 40.

Prest. and Mgr.
603

Llnco'in Avenue.

